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Planning Staff Recommends That The City Council Conduct A Public Hearing And Upon 
Conclusion Adopt A Resolution Denying Appeal #PLN15071-A01 and Upholding the 
Decision of the City Planning Commission to Approve Regular Design Review to Install A 
Telecommunications Facility Onto a Replacement Utility Pole Located in the Public 
Right-of-Way Fronting the Lot Line At 6046 Colton Boulevard. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On July 1, 2015, the Planning Commission held a public hearing and approved an application 
submitted by New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC d/b/a AT&T Mobility (the "Applicant") for Regular 
Design Review, with additional telecommunications findings, to replace an existing utility pole 
with a new utility pole and add two antennas to the new utility pole, and mount associated 
equipment in a singular cabinet on the utility pole. On July 13, 2015, the appellants, Ms. Lynne 
Stocker & Mr. Jess Yanez, homeowners at 6046 Colton Boulevard, and Mr. Jerome Aubin, 
homeowner of 6050 Colton Boulevard (together, the "Appellants"), filed a timely Appeal of the 
Planning Commission's decision (#PLN15071-A01) on the basis of the lack of due process, lack 
of transparency, burden of proof, the application is false and inaccurate, design and issues 
related with site selection. Staff recommends the City Council deny the Appeal and uphold the 
Planning Commission's decision to approve the application. 

BACKGROUND I LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

Local Government Zoning Authority 

In 2009, a State Supreme Court decision provided the City of Oakland with design review 
discretion over telecommunications projects when located in the public right-of-way. Prior to 
this decision, these types of projects were not subject to discretionary Zoning permits. 
Telecommunications projects located in the public right-of-way are also distinct from those 
located on private property, which have always been subject to design review as well as a 
conditional use permit and possible variances in certain situations. 
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In addition, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 prohibits any local zoning regulations 
purporting to regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service 
facilities on the basis, either directly or indirectly, of the environmental effects of radio frequency 
emissions (RF) of such facilities, which otherwise comply with Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) standards in this regard. This means that local authorities may not regulate 
the siting or construction of personal wireless facilities based on RF standards that are more 
stringent than those promulgated by the FCC. 

Application 

On March 17, 2015, a representative for the Applicant submitted a Regular Design Review 
application to the Bureau of Planning to install a telecommunications facility by replacing an 
existing utility pole located in the public right-of-way adjacent to 6046 Colton Boulevard. The 
proposal was to replace an existing 24'-9" Joint Pole Authority ("JPA") utility pole with a new 
JPA utility pole owned by PG&E and attach two panel antennas (each two feet long, 10 inches 
wide) to the top, extending to a height of 50'-5" above ground and to mount a singular 
equipment box, as case #PLN15071 ("Project" or "Application"). 

Application Review and Decision 

The site is in a section of the public right-of-way along Colton Boulevard containing a 24'-9" 
wooden utility pole. This section of road contains no sidewalk. The surrounding area consists 
of a hillside residential neighborhood with single-family homes. To the rear of the site are single 
family homes on down slope lots. 

The proposal is to replace the existing JPA utility pole, in the same location, with a new wooden 
pole at a taller height and attach telecommunications antennas on top of the utility pole and 
install associated equipment to enhance wireless telecommunications services (i.e., cellular 
telephone and wireless data). The new utility pole, which is required for antenna clearance 
above overhead utility lines, would result in a top height of 50'-5". The antennas would 
generally maintain the shape of the pole, and the pole mounted equipment cabinet would be 
contained in a singular shroud. Both the equipment cabinet and antennas would be painted 
with a matte (non-reflective) brown finish to match the color and finish of the wooden pole. 

Staff visited the site and studied internet aerial images. Staff did not discern a view impact 
issue, given the elevation of homes downhill and uphill from the utility pole. In consideration of 
the proposal, but without having access to certain vantage points on private property during a 
site visit, staff recommended Planning Commission approval of the Application with 
consideration given to the surrounding context of large trees providing further concealment of 
the facility. In addition, the Application met Regular Design Review findings required for 
approval and additional findings for telecommunications facilities. A site design alternatives 
analysis and a satisfactory emissions report were also submitted. 

The City publicly noticed the project for seventeen (17) days for the Planning Commission 
hearing of June 17, 2015. That meeting was adjourned to the July 1, 2015 Planning 
Commission meeting due to a lack of meeting space. The Application was subsequently 
agendized and noticed for the Planning Commission hearing of July 1, 2015 (in an effort to save 
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printing costs, the Planning Commission staff report was not re-copied and includes the original 
hearing date of June 17, 2015). Staff did not receive evidence of potential view obstructiqns 
during this period. At the hearing on July 1, 2015, the Planning Commission approved (by a 
vote of 4-0) the application for the Project. On July 13, 2015, the Appellants filed an Appeal on 
behalf of the property owners at 6046 Colton Boulevard and 6050 Colton Boulevard 
{Attachment A). 

The bases of the appeal were (1) Appellants claim a lack of due process; (2) Appellants claim a 
lack of transparency; (3) Appellants claim AT&T/Applicant has not met its burden of proof; (4) 
Appellants claim AT&T/Applicant's application is inaccurate and false; (5) Appellants claim the 
new pole is grossly intrusive and unsightly; and (6) Appellants claim the City of Oakland 
deprived residents of choice. On July 13, 2015, the Appellants submitted additional materials, 
including photographs, to the City that are attached to this Appeal as Attachment A. 

ANALYSIS AND POLICY ALTERNATIVES 

The Planning Code indicates that for an appeal of a Planning Commission decision on a 
Regular Design Review Application: 

The appeal shall state specifically wherein it is claimed there was an error or abuse of discretion 
by the Commission or wherein its decision is not supported by the evidence in the record. (OMC 
Sec.,17.132.070(A).) 

In considering the appeal, the Council shall determine whether the proposal conforms to the 
applicable design review criteria, and may approve or disapprove the proposal or require such 
changes therein or impose such reasonable conditions of approval as are in its judgment 
necessary to ensure conformity to said criteria. (OMC Sec. 17.136.090.) 

Below are the primary issues presented by the Appellants in their Appeal and staffs response to 
each issue. 

Appellants' Issue #1: 

Lack of Due Process. The City's limit of two minutes per speaker is a violation of due process, 
and is especially egregious because the agenda included matters previously set for hearing on 
June 17th which meeting was cancelled. In addition, the Commissioners conceded that state 
and federal regulations sharply limit their right to decide against the Project. 

Staff Response: 

The City held a properly noticed, fair and impartial public hearing on the Project, provided all 
interested parties with the right to address the Commission, and did not violate the Appellants' 
due process rights. In accordance with the Policies and Procedures for Conduct of City 
Planning Commission Meetings, the Chair of the Commission has discretion to set time limits for 
all speakers, which is generally limited to two minutes or less. 
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The Project was properly noticed and the Appellants attended the public hearing and provided 
testimony. The application was initially scheduled for the June 3 Planning Commission meeting 
(public notice was posted on May 15). However, during the 17 day public notice period it was 
brought to staffs attention on May 26 that no neighbors within a 300' foot radius of the proposed 
site had received the notice. Staff confirmed that there was an inadvertent oversight in the 
noticing process and removed the application from the June 3 agenda. Staff re-scheduled the 
item for June 17, the next regularly scheduled meeting, and re-noticed and re-posted public 
notice on May 28. Staff confirmed the application was posted on-site, and the property owners 
within a 300' radius received mail notification. Though properly noticed, the June 17 Planning 
Commission meeting was adjourned to the July 1 Planning Commission meeting due to lack of 
meeting space. Notices of the adjournment were distributed and posted as required by law. 
The item was then re-scheduled for July 1, 2015, and was considered by the Planning 
Commission at that meeting. The Appellants attended the July 1 public hearing and addressed 
the Commission at the hearing. 

Finally, the Planning Commissioners are authorized to - and often do - acknowledge the legal 
framework within which they must make their decision. Applicable state and federal laws do 
limit local regulation of wireless telecommunications facilities, as described in more detail in the 
Planning Commission staff report dated June 17, 2015 (Attachment A). 

Appellants' Issue #2: 

Lack of Transparency. The Appellant questions the order of priority of the sites presented in the 
site alternatives analysis and on how the sites were chosen. The Appellant further question of 
why they're was a need to evaluate other sites when a previous site was approved. 

Staffs Response 

The Appellants are correct in that the application for the site adjacent to 6046 Colton Boulevard 
is AT&T's second attempt to close a significant gap in coverage in this specific area of the 
Oakland Hills. The first application was located adjacent to 5826 Mendoza Drive, which was 
approved by the Planning Commission and appealed to City Council. At the July 29, 2014 
hearing regarding the appeal, the City Council took a straw vote and directed staff to return with 
a resolution to approve the appeal and overturn the Planning Commission's decision due 
primarily to concerns about view impacts. Staff agendized the appeal for an October 23, 2014 
hearing and included an alternate resolution as directed by the Council, but AT&T voluntarily 
withdrew the application before the item was to heard in front of the City Council and agreed to 
pursue an alternate site. AT&T worked with staff to identify an alternate site (the Project), which 
was approved by the Planning Commission and is the subject of this Appeal. As stated in 
AT&T's site alternatives analysis, the 5826 Mendoza Drive location is the preferred location to 
close the gap in coverage. 

The Appellants suggest that the City has a financial interest in approving AT&T's 
telecommunications applications. This is not true. The City of Oakland, the City Council, the 
Planning Commission and the Bureau of Planning & Zoning have no financial benefit by 
approving these types of applications. The Planning Commission properly applied the Regular 
Design Review Criteria and additional design review criteria for Macro Facilities to this Project, 
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which is located in the public right of way. As stated above, state and federal law define the 
scope and parameters of the City's ability to regulate telecommunications facilities. The 
California Public Utilities Code provides certain telecommunications companies with the right to 
construct telecommunications facilities "in such manner and at such points as not to incommode 
the public use of the road or highway", and states that "municipalities shall have the right to 
exercise reasonable control as to the time, place, and manner in which roads, highways, and 
waterways are accessed." (Cal. Pub. Util. Code, §§ 7901, 7901.1.) In 2009, the Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeal held that the City may consider aesthetics with respect to the siting of 
telecommunications facilities within its rights-of-way (see Sprint PCS Assets, LLC v. City of 
Palos Verdes Estates (9th Cir. 2009) 583 F.3d 716, 725). Based on this decision, the City began 
requiring Design Review for the co-location of telecommunications facilities on existing utility 
infrastructure located within the rights-of-way, whereas previously these co-location projects had 
undergone only a ministerial review process (see Planning Commission director's report and 
zoning code bulletin dated August 5, 2015) (Attachment C). Thus, applications for the co-
location of telecommunications facilities on joint utility poles located in the public right of way are 
subject only to Regular Design Review with additional Design Review findings for Macro 
Telecommunications Facilities (and any other additional Design Review findings required by the 
Zoning District), and are decided by the Planning Commission as a Major Permit. In addition to 
regular and additional design review criteria, these facilities are also subject to the Site Design 
and Location Preference requirements contained in Chapter 17.128 of the Oakland Planning 
Code. 

Appellants' Issue #3 

Appellants claim AT&T has not met its burden of proof. The Appellant claims that coverage 
maps submitted as part of the application do not accurately reflect the significant gap in 
coverage AT&T's proposed facility will cover and the "Engineer Statement" that no wireless 
telecommunications facilities exist in the area are flawed. 

Staffs Response: 

As required by the Planning Code and as part of the AT&T's application material, an "Engineer 
Statement" indicating what current coverage conditions exist in the area and how the proposed 
facility will improve and enhance coverage was submitted and "supporting documents" that 
include coverage maps and location of existing AT&T facilities (Exhibit A) were submitted 
stating the proposed facility will close a significant gap in coverage based on AT&T's existing 
infrastructure in this area of the Oakland Hills. The coverage map clearly calls out existing 
infrastructure and level of coverage in the Oakland Hills. 

Appellants' Issue #4 

Appellants claim AT&T's application is inaccurate and false, due to a change in the project 
description from a pole top extension to a replacement JPA utility pole, the location of the pole 
not being located in the public right-of-way and the need of a tree protection permit makes the 
project inaccurate and false. 
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Staffs Response: 

The basic application submitted by the New Cingular Wireless PCS LLC reflects a "modification" 
of an existing pole, but all other documents submitted call for the JPA utility pole to be replaced, 
including the staff report that went before the Planning Commission. An Application may be 
altered after it is submitted, as written in the public notice, the description of the application is 
preliminary in nature and that the project and/or such description may change prior to a decision 
being made. In either case, i.e. a pole extension or a replacement JPA utility pole, the Oakland 
Planning Code requires a Major Design Review including a public hearing, and the review 
criteria and findings are the same 

AT&T submitted a survey showing the location of the JPA Pole located in the public right-of-way 
and not on private property. 

The Appellants have raised the question whether a tree protection permit may be necessary 
due to an existing evergreen tree adjacent to the Project. As part of the Appeal, the Appellants 
provided documentation showing a city tree located within 10' feet of the proposed facility. The 
tree is identified as a pine tree with a 14" diameter at breast height (dbh) qualifies the tree as a 
protected tree per the City Tree Ordinance. If the appeal is denied and the project is approved a 
tree protection permit Condition of Approval shall be added as condition number #17. As such, 
before the issuance of a building permit, AT&T will be required to apply for a tree protection 
permit. 

Appellants' Issue #5 

Appellants claim the design element is grossly intrusive and unsightly due to the location of the 
proposed equipment cabinet on the pole, the subsequent decrease in property value due to the 
new facility and the disturbance of peace and quiet to the potential noise impacts from the 
proposed facility. 

Staffs Response: 

The Planning Commission properly applied all applicable design review criteria and found that 
the Project meets ALL the required findings for approval, as set forth in the Planning 
Commission staff report. 

As stated above (Staff's Response to Appellants' Issue #2), after the Palos Verdes Estates 
decision in 2009, the City began requiring Design Review for these types of facilities. Thus, 
applications for the co-location of telecommunications facilities on joint utility poles located in the 
public right of way are subject only to Regular Design Review with additional Design Review 
findings for Macro Telecommunications Facilities (and any other additional Design Review 
findings required by the Zoning District), and are decided by the Planning Commission as a 
Major Permit. In addition to regular and additional design review criteria, these facilities are also 
subject to the Site Design and Location Preference requirements contained in Chapter 17.128. 
Existing vegetation near the pole within the right of way will help to screen the equipment from 
public view. The statement is consistent with the recent action of the City Council with respect to 
an Appeal of an AT&T telecom installation in the public right-of-way near 6846 Saroni Drive, 
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staff is recommending the addition of a condition providing limitations on tree trimming and a 
tree protection permit (Attachment D) 

The operational noise levels from the proposed facilities equipment shall comply with the 
performance standards of Section 17.120 of the Oakland Planning Code and Section 8.18 of the 
Oakland Municipal Code as stated in condition of approval #14. The typical noise that emanates 
from these types of facilities is generated from the cooling equipment inside the cabinets from 
an internal fan, which creates a "humming" noise, when the equipment needs ventilation to 
reduce temperature. When the fan is operational, the noise level is less than 45 dbh, which 
satisfies the applicable noise performance standard. 

Appellants' Issue #6 

Appellants claim the City of Oakland deprives residents of choice. The Appellant claims the City 
of Oakland should allow the residents a choice of repairing pot holes on Colton Blvd., the choice 
of appropriate street lights for the Oakland Hills and choice of the type of addition allowed at the 
Montclair Elementary School. 

Staffs Response: 

The proposed project does not intend to address the need for roadway repairs near or around 
the proposed facility, the appropriateness of city street lights in certain area of the City or 
impose restriction on the local Elementary School. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This Appeal action would have no fiscal impact. 

PUBLIC OUTREACH I INTEREST 

The Appeal was publicly noticed to the Applicant and the Appellants pursuant to applicable state 
and local requirements. Notices were posted on the City website and the Public Notice Kiosk at 
City Hall. 

COORDINATION 

This agenda report and legislation have been reviewed by the Office of the City Attorney and by 
the Controller's Bureau. 

SUSTAINABLE OPPORTUNITIES 

Economic. The Project would have no economic impact 

Environmental: The Project would not have an adverse effect on the environment 
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Social Equity: The Project would not affect social equity. 

CEQA 

As stated in the Planning Commission staff report, the Project is exempt from environmental 
review under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") under CEQA Guidelines 
sections 15301 (existing facilities), 15183 (projects consistent with a community plan, general 
plan, or zoning), and 15303 (small facilities or structures, installation of small new equipment 
and facilities in small structures). None of the exceptions to the exemptions in CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15300.2 are triggered by the proposed telecommunication facilities. 
Specifically, a) the location is not designated hazardous or critical; b) the telecommunications 
facilities do not have a cumulative impact because other telecommunications facilities are 
dispersed from each other and not in the same places such that any visual or noise impacts do 
not cumulate; c) utility facilities are common in the public right-of-way and are not an unusual 
circumstance; d) the area is not a scenic highway; e) the area is not a hazardous waste site; 
and f) there is no change to a historical resource. 

ACTION REQUESTED OF THE CITY COUNCIL 

In conclusion, staff recommends that the City Council deny the Appeal and uphold the Planning 
Commission decision, with 2 added condition of approval for Tree Trimming and Tree Protection 
Permit The Appellants have not demonstrated that the Planning Commission's decision was 
made in error, that there was an abuse of discretion by the Planning Commission, or that the 
Planning Commission's decision was not supported by evidence in the record. 

For questions regarding this report, please contact Jose M. Herrera-Preza, Planner II, at (510) 
238-3808 or iherrera@oaklandnet.com. 

achel Flynn, Director 

Respectfully submitted 

Rachel Flynn, Director 
Planning and Building Department 

Reviewed by: 
Scott Miller, Zoning Manager 

Prepared by: 
Jose M. Herrera-Preza, Planner II 
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Attachments (#): 

A. Appeal #PLN15071-A01, filed July 13, 2015 

B. Planning Commission Staff Report with Attachments (dated June 17, 2015 but 
heard on July 1, 2015) 

C. Planning Commission Director's Report with attached Zoning Code Bulletin dated 
August 5, 2015 

D. Tree Trimming Condition 

E. Tree Protection Permit Condition 
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OAKLAND 

O AKL AWifiXJ® fTYM®OU N CIL 
RESOLUTION NO. C.M.S. 

RESOLUTION DENYING APPEAL #PLN15071-A01 AND UPHOLDING 
THE DECISION OF THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION TO APPROVE 
REGULAR DESIGN REVIEW TO INSTALL A TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
FACILITY ONTO A REPLACEMENT UTILITY POLE LOCATED IN THE 
PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY FRONTING THE LOT LINE AT 6046 COLTON 
BOULEVARD 

WHEREAS, on March 17, 2015, the applicant, New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC 
d/b/a AT&T Mobility ("Applicant"), submitted an application for Regular Design Review, 
with additional findings, to replace an existing 24'-9" Joint Pole Authority ("JPA") utility 
pole with a new JPA utility pole owned by PG&E and attach two panel antennae (each 
two feet long, 10 inches wide) to the top, extending to a height of 50-5" above ground, 
located in the City public right-of-way adjacent to 6046 Colton Boulevard, and to mount 
a singular equipment box to the side of the pole 10'-10" above ground, as case # 
PLN15071 ("Project" or "Application"); and 

WHEREAS, based on a site visit and review of internet aerial images of the site, 
staff did not discern a design issue or a view issue, given the elevation of homes uphill 
from the utility pole and the presence of a ridge to the southwest of the site; and 

WHEREAS, the Application was agendized for the Planning Commission hearing 
of June 17, 2015, and public notices were duly distributed; and 

WHEREAS, the June 17, 2015 Planning Commission was adjourned to the July 
1, 2015 Planning Commission due to lack of meeting space, and notices of the 
adjournment were duly distributed and posted; and 

WHEREAS, the Application was agendized for the Planning Commission hearing 
of July 1, 2015, and public notices were duly distributed; and 

WHEREAS, in an effort to save printing costs, the Planning Commission staff 
report for the Application was not re-copied and includes the original hearing date of 
June 17, 2015; and 

WHEREAS, on July 1, 2015, the Planning Commission independently reviewed, 
considered, and determined that the Project is exempt from the environmental review 
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines sections 15301 (existing facilities), 15303 (small facilities or structures; 
installation of small new equipment and facilities in small structures), and 15183 
(projectsconsistentwith.axommunityplan,generaLplanorzoning);and 
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WHEREAS, on July 1, 2015, the Planning Commission approved the Regular 
Design Review application, subject to the Regular Design Review findings, additional 
findings, and conditions of approval; and 

WHEREAS, on July 13, 2015, the appellants, Ms. Lynne Stocker and Mr. Jess 
Yanez, homeowners of 6046 Colton Boulevard, and Mr. Jerome Aubin, homeowner of 
6050 Colton Boulevard (together, "Appellants") filed a timely Appeal (#PLN15071-A01) 
of the Planning Commission's decision to approve the Project; and 

WHEREAS, after giving due notice to the Appellants, the Applicant, supporters 
of the application, those opposed to the application and interested neutral parties, the 
Appeal came before the City Council in a duly noticed public hearing on January 19, 
2016; and 

WHEREAS, the Appellants, the Applicant, supporters of the application, those 
opposed to the application and interested neutral parties were given ample opportunity 
to participate in the public hearing by submittal of oral and/or written comments; and 

WHEREAS, the public hearing on the Appeal was closed by the City Council on 
January 19, 2016; now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED: The City Council independently finds and determines that this 
Resolution complies with CEQA, as the Project is exempt from CEQA pursuant to 
CEQA Guidelines sections 15301 (existing facilities), 15303 (small facilities or 
structures, installation of small new equipment and facilities in small structures), and 
15183 (projects consistent with a community plan, general plan or zoning), and the 
Environmental Review Officer is directed to cause to be filed a Notice of 
Determination/Exemption with the appropriate agencies; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the City Council, having independently heard, 
considered and weighed all the evidence in the record presented on behalf of all parties 
and being fully informed of the Application, the Planning Commission's decision, and 
the Appeal, hereby finds and determines that the Appellants have not shown, by 
reliance on appropriate/proper evidence in the record, that the Planning Commission's 
decision was made in error, that there was an abuse of discretion by the Planning 
Commission, or that the Planning Commission's decision was not supported by 
substantial evidence in the record. This decision is based, in part, on the January 19, 
2016, City Council Agenda Report and the June 17, 2015 Planning Commission staff 
report, both of which are hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, on 
the reports and testimony provided at the hearing, and on the City's General Plan, 
Planning Code, and other planning regulations as set forth below; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Appeal is hereby denied, and the Planning 
Commission's decision to approve the replacement of a 24'-9" JPA utility pole with a 
new JPA utility pole owned by PG&E with two panel antennae (each two feet long, 10 
inches wide) attached to the top, extending to a height of 50'-5" above ground, and a 
singular equipment box mounted 10'-10" above ground, located in the City public right-
of-way adjacent to 6046 Colton Boulevard, is upheld, subject to the findings for 
approval, additional findings, and conditions of approval adopted by the Planning 
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Commission, each of which is hereby separately and independently adopted by this 
Council in full; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That, in support of the City Council's decision to deny 
the Appeal and approve the Project, the City Council affirms and adopts as its own 
independent findings and determinations: (i) the January 19, 2016 City Council Agenda 
Report, including without limitation the discussion, findings and conclusions (each of 
which is hereby separately and independently adopted by this Council in full), and (ii) 
the June 17, 2015 Planning Commission staff report approving the Project, including 
without limitation the discussion, findings, additional findings, conclusions, and 
conditions of approval (each of which is hereby separately and independently adopted 
by this Council in full); and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the record before this Council relating to this 
Project and Appeal includes, without limitation, the following: 

1. the Application, including all accompanying maps and papers; 
2. all plans submitted by the Applicant and its representatives; 
3. the notice of appeal and all accompanying statements and materials; 
4. all final staff reports, final decision letters, and other final documentation and 

information produced by or on behalf of the City, including without limitation all 
related/supporting final materials, and all final notices relating to the Application 
and attendant hearings; 

5. all oral and written evidence received by the Planning Commission and City 
Council before and during the public hearings on the Application and Appeal; 
and all written evidence received by relevant City Staff before and during the 
public hearings on the Application and Appeal; and 

6. all matters of common knowledge and all official enactments and acts of the City, 
such as (a) the General Plan; (b) the Oakland Municipal Code; (c) the Oakland 
Planning Code; (d) other applicable City policies and regulations; and (e) all 
applicable State and federal laws, rules and regulations; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the custodians and locations of the documents or 
other materials which constitute the record of proceedings upon which the City 
Council's decision is based are located at (a) the Planning and Building Department, 
Planning and Zoning Division, 250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315, Oakland, 
California, and (b) the Office of the City Clerk, 1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, First Floor, 
Oakland, California; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That per standard City practice, if litigation is filed 
challenging this decision, or any subsequent implementing actions, then the time period 
for obtaining necessary permits for construction or alteration and/or commencement of 
authorized construction-related activities stated in Condition of Approval #2 is 
automatically extended for the duration of the litigation; and be it 
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FURTHER RESOLVED: That the recitals contained in this Resolution are true 
and correct and are an integral part of the City Council's decision. 

IN COUNCIL, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, 

PASSED BY THE FOLLOWING VOTE: 

AYES - BROOKS, CAMPBELL-WASHINGTON, GALLO, GUILLEN, KALB, KAPLAN, REID AND 
PRESIDENT GIBSON MCELHANEY 

NOES -

ABSENT -

ABSTENTION -

ATTEST: 
LaTonda Simmons 

City Clerk and Clerk of the Council of the 
City of Oakland, California 

LEGAL NOTICE: 

PURSUANT TO OAKLAND MUNICIPAL CODE SECTION 17.136.090, THIS DECISION 
OF THE CITY COUNCIL IS FINAL IMMEDIATELY AND IS NOT ADMINISTRATIVELY 
APPEALABLE. ANY PARTY SEEKING TO CHALLENGE SUCH DECISION IN COURT 
MUST DO SO WITHIN NINETY (90) DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS DECISION, UNLESS 
A DIFFERENT DATE APPLIES. 
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CITY OF OAKLAND 
BUREAU OF PLANNING 

250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2114, Oakland, CA 94612-2031 
Phone: 510-238-3911 Fax: 510-238-4730 

NOTICE 
TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES 

December 27,2015 

This is to notify all interested parties that the item shown below will appear on the Agenda of the Oakland 
City Council at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, January 19, 2016. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 

Public hearing on the appeal of Ms. Lynne Stocker & Mr. Jess Yanez on behalf of themselves of the 
decision of the City Planning Commission to approve the application (Case No. PLN15071) for a Regular 
Design Review with additional findings to replace an existing JPA utility pole with a new JPA utility pole 
and attach a telecommunications facility onto the top of the new utility pole adjacent to 6046 Colton 
Boulevard. 

Service Delivery District: 2; City Council District: 4 

If you challenge the project described in this notice (including any permits and/or environmental 
determination) in court, you will be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the 
public hearing described in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered to the Bureau of Planning at, 
or prior to, the public hearing, provided, however, such issues have previously been raised in the appeal 
itself. 

In considering the appeal, the Council shall determine whether the proposed use conforms to the 
applicable permit criteria and may grant or deny the permit or require such changes in the proposed use or 
impose such reasonable conditions of approval as are, in its judgment, necessary to ensure conformity to 
said criteria. The decision of the City Council shall be made by resolution and shall be final. The City 
Council shall vote on the appeal within thirty (30) days after its first public hearing on the appeal. If the 
City Council is unable to decide the appeal at that meeting, it shall appear for a vote on each regular 
meeting of the Council thereafter until decided. 

Interested persons are invited to speak for or against the item. 

The Council will meet at the Council Chambers, 1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, 3rd Floor, Oakland. 

If you need information regarding the above case please call the case planner Jose M. Herrera-Preza, 
Planner II at (510) 238-3808 or by email at ilierrera@oaklandnet.com. If you need further 
information regarding the Council meeting please call the City Clerk's Office at (510) 238-3611. 

Scott Miller, Zoning Manager 
Bureau of Planning 

cc: Appellant; Lynne Stocker & Jess Yanez, 6046 Colton Blvd., Oakland, Ca. 94611 
Appellant: Jerome Aubin, 6050 Colton Blvd.. Oakland. Ca 94611 
Applicant; New Cingular Wireless c/o Matt Yergovich 1826 Webster St. S.F., Ca. 94115 

mailto:ilierrera@oaklandnet.com
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PROJECT INFORMATION N ] 
Case No. of Appealed Project: 
Project Address of Appealed Project: bo&CAlfod fiUP-
Assigned Case Planner/City Staff: 

APPELLANT INFORMATION: / / " " 
Printed Name: Phone Number: 
Mailing Address: Alternate Contact Number\Kl(? 

City/Zip Code Representing: irmnbem.M3 
Email: _ [*fochjC® dA&rdb&k I AM cm| 
An appeal is hereby submitted on: 

AN ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION (APPEALABLE TO THE CITY PLANNING 
COMMISSION OR HEARING OFFICER) 

YOU MUST INDICATE ALL THAT APPLY: 
Approving an application on an Administrative Decision 
Denying an application for an Administrative Decision 
Administrative Determination or Interpretation by the Zoning Administrator 
Other (please specify) . 

• 
• 
• 

Please identify the specific Adminstrative Decision/Determination Upon Which Your Appeal is 
Based Pursuant to the Oakland Municipal and Planning Codes listed below: 

• Administrative Determination or Interpretation (OPC Sec. 17.132.020) 
• Determination of General Plan Conformity (OPC Sec. 17.01.080) 

Design Review (OPC Sec. 17.136.080) 
• Small Project Design Review (OPC Sec. 17.136.130) 
• Minor Conditional Use Permit (OPC Sec. 17.134.060) 
• Minor Variance (OPC Sec. 17.148.060) 
• Tentative Parcel Map (OMC Section 16.304.100) 
• Certain Environmental Determinations (OPC Sec. 17.158.220) 
• Creek Protection Permit (OMC Sec. 13.16.450) 
• Creek Determination (OMC Sec. 13.16.460) 
• City Planner's determination regarding a revocation hearing (OPC Sec. 17.152.080) 
• Hearing Officer's revocation/impose or amend conditions 

(OPC Sees. 17.152.150. 
Other (please specify) 

>cation/impose or amend conditions -

(continued on reverse) 

L:\Zoning Counter FilesVAppIication, Basic, Pre, Appeals\Originals\Appeal application (5-31-1 l).doc Revised 5/31/11 



(Continued) 

A DECISION OF THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION (APPEALABLE TO 
THE CITY COUNCIL) Granting an application to: OR • Denying an application to: 

AT+TTACIUT/ 
YOU MUST INDICATE ALL THAT APPLY: 1 

Pursuant to the Oakland Municipal and Planning Codes listed below: 
• Major Conditional Use Permit (OPC Sec. 17.134.070) 
• Major Variance (OPC Sec. 17.148.070) 

Design Review (OPC Sec. 17.136.090) 
/• Tentative Map (OMC Sec. 16.32.090) 
• Planned Unit Development (OPC Sec. 17.140.070) 
• Environmental Impact Report Certification (OPC Sec. 17.158.220F) 
• Rezoning, Landmark Designation, Development Control Map, Law Change 

(OPC Sec. 17.144.070) 
• Revocation/impose or amend conditions (OPC Sec. 17.152.160) 
U. Revocation of Deemed Approved Status (OPC Sec. 17.156.170) f-v/s hC&Ts 

Jr\ Other (please specify) OAC^ r?.l*EM0Qj 111H-.V2g.o-n> 

FOR ANY APPEAL: An appeal in accordance with the sections of the Oakland Municipal and Planning Codes 
listed above shall state specifically wherein it is claimed there was an error or abuse of discretion by the Zoning 
Administrator, other administrative decisionmaker or Commission (Advisory Agency) or wherein their/its decision 
is not supported by substantial evidence in the record, or in the case of Rezoning, Landmark Designation, 
Development Control Map, or Law Change by the Commission, shall state specifically wherein it is claimed the 
Commission erred in its decision. 
You must raise each and every issue you wish to appeal on this Appeal Form (or attached additional sheets). Failure to 
raise each and every issue you wish to challenge/appeal on this Appeal Form (or attached additional sheets), and 
provide supporting documentation along with this Appeal Form, may preclude you from raising such issues during 
your appeal and/or in court. However, the appeal will be limited to issues and/or evidence presented to the 
decision-maker prior to the close of the public hearing/comment period on the matter. 

The appeal is based on the following: (Attach additional sheets as needed.) 

- jti • 

Supporting Evidence or Documents Attached. (The appellant must submit all supporting evidence along with this Appeal 
Form; however, the appeal will be limited evidence presented to the decision-maker prior to the close of the public 
hearing/comment period on the matter. 

(Continued on reverse) 

Revised 5/31/11 
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ctVt—s 
Signature of y 
Appealing i 

reliant or Representative of 
'inization 

Date 

Below For Staff Use Only 
Date/Time Received Stamp Below: Cashier's Receipt Stamp Below: 
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Appeal of Planning Commission's Approval of Application 
To Install AT&T Wireless At 6046 Colton Blvd. 

Case File Number PLN15071 

The appeal is based on the following: 

1. Lack of Due Process: 

The public hearing process itself is flawed. Arbitrarily limiting 
the time available to express verbal opposition to the AT&T 
application to two minutes is, on its face, inadequate to address the 
issues presented and a violation of due process. The violation is 
especially egregious because the agenda included matters previously 
set for hearing on June 17th which meeting was cancelled. 

The Commissioners present at the July 1, 2015 hearing made it 
clear that of their concession that state and federal regulations 
sharply limited the Commission's right to decide against the 
placement of a Fifty-Five Foot tower (55') directly in front of the 
residence at 6046 Colton Blvd. and the neighboring residence at 6050 
Colton Blvd. Thus, the Commission abrogated its function in favor of 
AT&T. 

2. Lack of Transparency: 

The documentation submitted by AT&T showed that our 
property at 6046 Colton Blvd. was 10th out of 17 proposed locations. 
The preferred location (5816-5826 Mendoza Drive) and one which the 
Commission approved, was apparently subject to former Council 
Member Libby Schaaf s veto when it came up for review. Meeting 
Minutes for July 29,2014 reflect that City Council directed staff to 
provide an alternative option granting the appeal. 

A letter dated March 12,2015, from ExteNet Systems to the City 
Planning Department indicates that AT&T is pursuing the relocated 
site at 6046 Colton Blvd. consistent with discussions between the City 
and AT&T. The content of those discussions is not disclosed. 
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No explanation has been provided for why Libby Schaaf, in 
particular, and the City Council in general, granted the appeal. Why 
Ms. Schaaf intervened to reject AT&T's preferred location is not 
explained. Although, at the July 1st hearing, Commissioner Chris 
Patillo stated that she "agreed with Mayor Schaaf that this location 
(6046 Colton Blvd.) will be more hidden." Said statement lacks 
credibility and lacks foundation in that there was no evidence 
presented as to Ms. Schaaf s state of mind on the matter. There was 
no evidence presented that our property at 6046 Colton Blvd. was 
addressed at any of the hearings on the preferred location. This 
shows a lack of transparency as to why nine other locations were 
rejected as well as the number one location, which, by the way, is still 
the preferred location according to AT&T's application. 

Unanswered Query: What political clout is possessed by the 
property owners at the preferred location? Why is the original 
location "not preferred by City Council?" 

Unanswered Query: What financial benefit accrues to the City 
of Oakland by approving AT&T's boilerplate applications for 
wireless equipment? At no time has the City of Oakland, or the City 
Council, or the Planning Department, or the Planning Commission, 
provided any information in support of its nearly universal approval 
of AT&T's applications. 

3. AT&T Has Not Met Its Burden of Proof: 

AT&T's application includes a map, dated February 6,2015, 
which allegedly identifies "Existing UMTS 850 Coverage" and 
"existing macro sites." The map, however, is flawed because it does 
not reflect the nearby macro sites currently located at 6133 Snake 
Road, 1991 Gaspar Drive, and 6097 Colton Blvd. The map also does 
not reflect the AT&T equipment recently installed, or about to be 
installed, at Elderberry and Girvin. 
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AT&T's application is supported by an "Engineer Statement" 
dated February 13,2015 which states, 'there are reported no other 
wireless telecommunications base states at the site or nearby." This 
statement is equally flawed for the reasons stated above. 

AT&T's application is supported by a Mobility Radio 
Frequency Statement which is based on the foregoing map and thus 
is equally flawed. 

Thus, AT&T has not met its burden of proving that the 
installation of yet another wireless facility, over the strenuous 
objections of the property owners, is necessary to close any 'service 
gap' in the area. 

4. AT&T's Application is Inaccurate and False: 

AT&T has not been forthright or honest. Its application (Basic 
Application for Development Review dated 3/12/15) signed under 
penalty of perjury by its agent, attorney Matthew Yergovich, 
indicates that the proposal would involve "modification of an 
existing utility pole" to add DAS node consisting of 2 panel antennas 
and associated equipment. By the time the Planning Commission's 
Staff Report was issued on June 17,2015, the proposal morphed into 
the installation of an AT&T wireless facility on a REPLACEMENT 
PG&E utility pole greater than twice the height of the existing utility 
pole. The Application has been altered, on its face, by handwritten 
changes indicating that the height of the proposed tower will result 
in a change of 25'6" to an existing height. (See, §4.) 

The application is supported by a Radio Frequency Statement 
which indicates that the wireless telecommunications facility, or 
distributed antenna system (DAS) is to be located on an "existing 
utility pole." This statement is, apparently, now inaccurate. 

AT&T's application, signed under penalty of perjury by its 
agent, attorney Matthew Yergovich, certifies that "there are no 
'Protected Trees' anywhere on the property or within 10 feet of the 
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proposed construction activities, including neighbor's property or the 
adjacent public right-of-way." (See, §6.) In reality, there is an historic 
Protected Coast Live Oak of diameter substantially larger than 4 
inches that is immediately adjacent to the proposed installation. The 
limbs of the Protected Tree surround the existing utility pole and will 
undoubtedly be harmed by the proposed installation. 

Additionally, the designation of "Protected Tree" includes "any 
tree of any size located in the public right-of-way." Assuming that 
the proposed pole will be located in the public right-of-way (which 
we dispute), there exists a large, evergreen tree (specific type 
unknown) substantially greater in diameter than 9 inches directly in 
front of the existing utility pole. 

See attached photographs provided by Appellants. 

5. Design Element is Grossly Intrusive and Unsightly: 

As reflected in the application, the proposed new utility pole 
will double the height of the existing pole. Attached to the pole will 
be "meter boxes" within a SIX FOOT TALL BY EIGHTEEN INCHES 
WIDE box attached to the pole at 10 feet above the ground. The 
digitized photographs provided by AT&T in support of the 
application show how grossly intrusive the equipment will be. It is 
proposed to be located on a tree directly in front of the residence at 
6046 Colton Blvd. and in front of the next door residence at 6050 
Colton Blvd. The equipment will be less than 30 feet from bedrooms 
of both residences. 

Under no circumstances will the proposed giant brown metal 
boxes ever blend into the surroundings. The unsightly boxes will be 
the first thing seen by the property owners (or anyone else) when 
they approach the residence and the first thing seen by the property 
owners as they leave their home's front door and ascend to street 
level. 
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It can not be disputed that the proposed equipment will 
significantly diminish the economic value of the residences at 6046 
and 6050 Colton Blvd. The current property owners purchased their 
respective properties without the unsightly AT&T equipment on it 
and are entitled to maintain their property in the condition it was in 
when purchased. The property owners would have REJECTED these 
properties if the AT&T equipment had been present at time of 
purchase. 

Attached hereto are photographs of the subject property which 
reflect not only the ambiance and views of the Oakland Hills for 
which the owners paid a premium price, but also the distance from 
the existing utility pole (and proposed location of new pole and 
unsightly equipment) but also the extremely close proximity to 
bedrooms and other living quarters of the residences. 

The AT&T application neglects to address the noise factor - it is 
appellants' understanding that there will be a constant, loud 
humming emanating from the meter box which apparently contains a 
loud and annoying fan and other noise-producing elements. 
Appellants are entitled to the peace and quiet of their existing homes. 

6. City of Oakland Deprive Residents of Choice: 

The value of curb appeal is undisputed. There currently exists a 
pothole the size of Rhode Island in front of the subject residences. 
Despite repeated reports to the City, no repairs have been made. In 
fact, the tax-paying property owners have been advised that they 
should not expect any repairs to be made because there are so many 
potholes elsewhere in the City more deserving of repair. 

The City recently caused to be installed, without regard to its 
residents' objections, extremely bright and annoying new street lights 
that interfere with the residents' quiet enjoyment - especially 
residents of the Oakland Hills who chose to live in the Hills to enjoy, 
among other things, the natural nighttime darkness unaffected by 
excessive lighting. 
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The Oakland School District approved the construction of an 
addition to Montclair Elementary School which is directly downhill 
from the subject residences and within direct line of sight of the Bay, 
the Bridges, and the view for which the homes were purchased. The 
addition is lit up like a federal prison every night which has 
completely altered and diminished the view from the residences at 
6046 and 6050 Colton Blvd. 

For the foregoing reasons, and contrary to the Staff Report, the 
AT&T project fails to meet all of the required findings for approval. 
The Planning Commission abused its discretion in granting the 
AT&T application. Neither the AT&T application nor the 
Commission's decision is supported by substantial evidence in the 
record. The resolution approving the AT&T application should be 
reversed and denied. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
CITY OF OAKLAND 
BUREAU OF PLANNING - ZONING DIVISION 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2114, Oakland, CA y^oil 
Phone:510-238-3911 Fax:510-238-4730 

Sent via U.S. Mail and Electronic Mail 

July 0,2015 

New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC 
c/o Matt Yergovich 
1826 Webster St. 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

RE: Case File No. PLN15071 / The Public Right-of-Way at Colton Blvd. (adjacent to 6046 Colton Blvd.) (029-1162-
012-00) 

Dear Mr. Yergovich: 

The above application was APPROVED at the City Planning Commission meeting (by a 4-0 vote) on July 1st, 2015. 
The Commission's action is indicated below. This action becomes final ten (10) days after .the date of the announcement 
of the decision unless an appeal to the City Council is filed by .4:00 pm on July 13th, 2015. 

1. Adoption/approval of the CEQA Findings. 
2. Approval of the Major Design Review subject to the attached findings and conditions of approval, 

including the Standard Conditions of Approval. 

If you, or any interested party, seeks to challenge this decision, an appeal must be filed by no later than ten calendar (10) 
days from the announcement of the decision by 4:00 pm on July 13th, 2015. An appeal shall be on a form provided by 
the Planning and Zoning Division of the Department of Planning and Building, and submitted to thesame at 250 Frank H. 
Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2114, to the attention of Jose M. Herrera-Preza, Planner I. The appeal shall state specifically 
wherein it is claimed there was error or abuse of discretion by the Planning Commission or wherein their decision is not 
supported by substantia] evidence and must include payment of $3,575.61 in accordance with the City of Oakland Master 
Fee Schedule. Failure to timely appeal will preclude you, or any interested party, from challenging the City's decision in 
court. The appeal itself must raise each and every issue that is contested, along with all the arguments and evidence in the 
record which supports the basis of the appeal; failure to do so may preclude you, or any interested party, from raising such 
issues during the appeal and/or in court. However, the appeal will be limited to issues and/or evidence presented to the 
City Planning Commission prior to the close of the CjtyiPf'anning Commission's public hearing on the matter. 

.1 

A signed Notice of Exemption (NOE) is enclosed certifying that the project has been found to be exempt from CEQA 
review. It is your responsibility to record the NOE and the Environmental Declaration at the Alameda County Clerk's 
office at 1106 Madison Street, Oakland, CA 94612, at a cost of $50.00 made payable to the Alameda County Clerk. 
Please bring the original NOE related documents and five copies to the Alameda County Clerk, and return one date 
stamped copy to the Zoning Division, to the attention of Jose M. Herrera-Preza, Planner I. Pursuant to Section 
15062(d) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, recordation of the NOE starts a 35-day statute 
of limitations on court challenges to the approval under CEQA. 



2 

If you have any questions, please contact the case planner, Jose M. Herrera-Preza, Planner I at (510) 238-3808 or 
jherrera@oaklan.daet.com, however, this does not substitute for filing of an appeal as described above. 

Very truly yours, 

SCOTT MILLER 
Zoning Manager 

Attachments: A. Findings 
B. Conditions of Approval, including Standard Conditions of Approvals 

CC: Lynne G. Stacker, Esq. Andrade & Associates: 180 Grand Ave. Suite 225. Oakland, Ca. 94612 
Jess Yanez: 6046 Colton Blvd. Oakland, Ca. 94611 
Jana Grittersova & Jerome Aubin: 6050 Colton Blvd. Oakland, Ca. 94611 

mailto:jherrera@oaklan.daet.com
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FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL 
This proposal meets all the required findings under Section 17.136.050.(B), of the Non-Residential Design Review criteria 
and all the required findings under Section 17.128.070(B), of the telecommunication facilities (Macro) Design Review 
criteria and as set forth below: Required findings are shown in bold .type; reasons your proposal satisfies them are shown 
in normal type. 

17.136.050(B) - NONRESIDENTIAL DESIGN REVIEW CRITERIA: 

1. That the proposal will help achieve or maintain a group of facilities which are well related to one another and 
which, when taken together, will result in a well-composed design, with consideration given to site, landscape, bulk, 
height, arrangement, texture, materials, colors, and appurtenances; the relation of these factors to other facilities 
in the vicinity; and the relation of the proposal to the total setting as seen from key points in the surrounding area. 
Only elements of design which have some significant relationship to outside appearance shall be considered, except 
as otherwise provided in Section 17.136.060; 

The project consists of replacing a 24'-9" Joint Pole Authority (JPA) utility pole with a new 50' JPA utility in the same 
location and adding two telecommunications panel antennas (twofeet long and 10-inches wide), affixed on top of the 
utility pole; an associated equipment box, one battery backup and meter boxes within a 6' tall by 18" wide equipment box 
attached to the pole lO'-lO" above the ground, located in the public right-of-wayalong Colton Blvd. near the intersection 
of Mazuela Dr. and Colton Blvd. The proposed antennas and equipment cabinet attached to the utility pole will be located 
50' above the right-of-way above the existing trees and vegetation which will serve as camouflage to help the facility to 
blend in with the existing surrounding hillside residential area. Therefore, the proposal will have minimal visual impacts 
from public view. 

2. That the proposed design will be of a quality and character which harmonizes with, and serves to protect the 
value of, private and public investments in the area; 

The proposal improves wireless telecommunication service in the hillside residential area. The installation will be 
camouflaged to blend in with the existing mature trees surrounding the area to have minimal visual impacts on public 
views, thereby protecting the value of private and public investments in the area. 

3. That the proposed design conforms in all significant respects with the Oakland General Plan and with any 
applicable design review guidelines or criteria, district plan, or development control map which have been adopted 
by the Planning Commission or City Council. 

The subject property is located'within the Hillside Residential Area of the General Plan's Land Use & Transportation 
Element (LUTE). The Hillside Residential Classification is intended "to create, maintain, and enhance neighborhood 
residential areas that are characterized by detached, single unit structures on hillside lots The proposed 
telecommunication facilities will be mounted onto a wood JPA pole intended to resemble existing utility poles within the 
City of Oakland public right-of-way. The proposed unmanned wireless telecommunication facility will be located on an 
existing utility pole and will not detract from the hillside residential value of the neighborhood. Visual impacts will be 
minimized since the site is relatively wooded, with trees partially obscuring views of the pole. Therefore, the Project 
conforms to the applicable General Plan and Design Review criteria. 

17.128.070(B) DESIGN REVIEW CRITERIA FOR MACRO FACILITIES 

1. Antennas should be painted and/or textured to match the existing structure: 

The proposed antennas will be painted to match the existing utility pole and blend with the surroundings. 



2. Antennas mounted on architecturally significant structures or significant architectural details of the building 
should be covered by appropriate casings which are manufactured to match existing architectural features found 
on the building: 

The proposed antennas will not be mounted on any building or architecturally significant structure, but rather on a utility 
pole. 

3. Where feasible, antennas can be placed directly above, below or incorporated with vertical design elements of a 
building to help in camouflaging: 

The proposed antennas will be mounted on a new JPA utility pole (at the same location) and painted to match the pole, 
which will be further camouflaged by surrounding mature.trees. 

4. Equipment shelters or cabinets shall be screened from the public view by using landscaping, or materials and 
colors consistent with surrounding backdrop: 

The associated equipment will be located within a single equipment box attached to the existing utility pole and painted to 
match the pole and blend with the surroundings. 

5. Equipment shelters or cabinets shall be consistent with the general character of the area. 

The proposed equipment cabinets will be compatible with the existing utility related equipment. 

6. For antennas attached to the roof, maintain a 1:1 ratio for equipment setback; screen the antennas to match 
existing air conditioning units, stairs, or elevator towers; avoid placing roof mounted antennas in direct line with 
significant view corridors. 

N/A. 

7. That all reasonable means of reducing public access to the antennas and equipment has been made, including, 
but not limited to, placement in or on buildings or structures, fencing, anti-climbing measures and anti-tarnpering 
devices. 

The antennas will be mounted onto a new JPA utility pole. They will not be accessible to the public due to their location. 
The equipment accommodation and battery backup boxes will also be inside a single equipment box and attached to the 
pole at a height of lO'-lO" above ground. 
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
; • • P3LN15071 ' 

STANDARD'CONDITIONS: 
1. Approved Use 
Ongoing 
a) The project shall be constructed and operated in accordance with the authorized use as plans, will require a separate 
application and approval. Any deviation from the approved drawings, Conditions of Approval or use shall required prior 
written approval from the Director of City Planning or designee. 

b) This action by the City Planning Commission ("this Approval") includes the approvals set forth below. This Approval 
includes: To install a wireless Telecommunications Facility (AT&T wireless) on a replacement JPA utility pole 
located in the public right -of- way on Colton Blvd. Scope will install two panel antennas (two-feet long and ten 
inches wide) mounted onto a new JPA pole at 50'-5" to top of pole, replacing at the existing pole at same location; 
an associated equipment box, one battery backup and meter boxes within a 6' tall by 18" wide equipment box 
attached to the pole at lO'-lO" above the ground, under Oakland Municipal Code 17.128 and 17.136. 

2. Effective Date, Expiration, Extensions and Extinguishment 
Ongoing 
Unless a different termination date is prescribed, this Approval shall expire two calendar years from the approval date, 
unless within such period all necessary permits for construction or alteration have been issued, or the authorized, activities 
have commenced in the case of a permit not involving construction or alteration. Upon written request and payment of 
appropriate fees submitted no later than the expiration date of this permit, the Director of City Planning or designee may 
grant a one-year extension of this date,'with additional extensions subject to approval by the approving body. Expiration 
of any necessary building permit for this project may invalidate this Approval if the said extension period has also 
expired. 

3. Scope of This Approval: Major and Minor Changes 
Ongoing 
The project is approved pursuant to the Oakland Planning Code only. Minor changes to approved plans may be 
approved administratively by the Director of City Planning or designee. Major changes to the approved plans shall be 
reviewed by the Director of City Planning or designee to determine whether such changes require submittal and approval 
of a revision to the approved project by the approving body or a new, completely independent permit. 

4. Conformance with other Requirements 
Prior to issuance of a demolition, grading, P-job, or other construction related permit 

a) The project applicant shall comply with all other applicable federal, state, regional and/or local codes, 
requirements, regulations, and guidelines, including but not limited to those 
imposed by the City's Building Services Division, the City's Fire Marshal, and the City's 
Public Works Agency. 

b) The applicant shall submit approved building plans for project-Specific needs related to fire protection to the Fire. 
Services Division for reviewand approval, including, but not 

c) limited to automatic extinguishing systems, water supply improvements and hydrants, fire department access, and 
vegetation management for preventing fires and soil erosion. 



5. Conformance to Approved Plans; Modification of Conditions or Revocation 
Ongoing 

a) Site shall be kept in a blight/nuisance-free condition. Any existing blight or nuisance shall be abated within 60-90 
days of approval, unless an earlier date is specified elsewhere. 

b) The City of Oakland reserves the right at any time during construction to require certification by a licensed 
professional that the as-built project conforms to all applicable zoning requirements, including but not limited to 
approved maximum heights and minimum setbacks. Failure to construct the project in accordance with approved 
plans may result in remedial reconstruction, permit revocation, permit modification, stop work, permit suspension 
or other corrective action. 

c) Violation of any term, conditions or project description relating to the Approvals, is unlawful, prohibited,- and a 
violation of the Oakland Municipal Code. The City of Oakland reserves the right to initiate civil and/or criminal 
enforcement and/or abatement proceedings,, or after notice and public hearing, to revoke the Approvals or alter 
these conditions if it is found that there is violation of any of the conditions or the provisions of the Planning Code 
or Municipal Code, or the project operates as or causes a public nuisance. This provision is not intended to, nor 
does it; limit in any manner whatsoever the ability of the City to take appropriate enforcement actions. 

6. Signed Copy of the Conditions 
With submittal of a demolition, grading, and building permit 

.A copy of the approval letter and conditions shall be signed by the property owner, notarized, and submitted with 

.each set of'permit plans to the appropriate City agency for this project. 

7. Indemnification 
Ongoing 

a) To the maximum extent permitted by law, the applicant shall defend (with counsel acceptable to the City), 
indemnify, and hold harmless the City of Oakland, the Oakland City Council, the City of Oakland Redevelopment 
Agency, the Oakland City Planning Commission and its respective agents, officers, and employees (hereafter 
collectively called City) from any liability, damages, claim, judgment, loss (direct or indirect)action, causes of 
action, or proceeding (including legal costs, attorneys' fees, expert witness or consultant fees, City Attorney or 
staff time, expenses or costs) (collectively called "Action") against the City to attack, set aside, void or annul, (1) 
an approval by the City relating to a development-related application or subdivision or (2) implementation of an 
approved development-related project. The City may elect, in its sole discretion, to participate in the defense of 
said Action and the applicant shall reimburse the City for its reasonable legal costs and attorneys' fees. 

b) Within ten (10) calendar days of the filing of any Action as specified in subsection A above, the applicant shall 
execute a Letter Agreement with the City, acceptable to the Office of the City Attorney, which memorializes the 
above obligations. These obligations and the Letter of Agreement shall survive termination, extinguishment or 
invalidation of the approval. Failure to timely execute the Letter Agreement does not relieve the applicant of any of 
the obligations contained in this condition or other requirements or conditions of approval that may be imposed by 
the City. 

8. Compliance with Conditions of Approval 
Ongoing 

The project applicant shall be responsible for compliance with the recommendations in any submitted and approved 
technical report and all the Conditions of Approval set forth below at its sole cost and expense, and subject to review 
and approval of the City of Oakland. 

9. Severability 
Ongoing 

Approval of the project would not have been granted but for the applicability and validity of each and every one of the 
specified conditions, and if any one or more of such conditions is found to be invalid by a court of competent 
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jurisdiction this Approval would not have been granted.without requiring other valid conditions consistent with 
achieving the same purpose and intent of such Approval. , ' 

10. Job Site Plans 
Ongoing throughout demolition, grading, and/or construction 

At least one (1) copy of the stamped approved plans, along with the Approval Letter and Conditions of Approval, 
shall be available for review at the job site at all times. 

11. Special Inspector/Inspections, Independent Technical Review, Project Coordination and Management 
Prior to issuance of a demolition, grading, and/or construction permit 

The project applicant may be required to pay for on-call special inspector(s)/inspections as needed during the times of 
extensive or specialized plan check review, or construction. The project applicant may also be required to cover the 
full costs of independent'technical and other types of peer review, monitoring and inspection, including without 
limitation, third party plan check fees, including inspections of violations of Conditions of Approval. The project 
applicant shall establish a deposit with the Building Services Division, as directed by the Building Official, Director 
of City Planning or designee.' 

12. Days/Hours of Construction Operation 
Ongoing throughout demolition, grading, and/or construction 

The project applicant shall require construction contractors to limit standard construction activities as follows: 

a) Construction activities are limited to between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM Monday through Friday, except that pile 
driving and/or other extreme noise generating activities greater than 90 dBA shall be limited to between 
8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

b) Any construction activity proposed to occur outside of the standard hours of 7:00 am to 7:00 pm Monday 
through Friday for special activities (such as concrete pouring 

which may require more continuous amounts of time) shall be evaluated on a case by 
case basis, with criteria including the proximity of residential uses and a 
consideration of resident's preferences for whether the activity is acceptable if the 
overall duration of construction is shortened and such construction activities shall 
only be allowed with the prior written authorization of the Building Services 
Division. 

c) Construction activity shall not occur on Saturdays, with the following possible 
exceptions: 

i. Prior to the building being enclosed, requests for Saturday construction for special activities (such as concrete 
pouring which may require more continuous amounts of time), shall be evaluated on a case by case basis, 
with criteria including the proximity of residential uses and a consideration of resident's preferences for 
whether the activity is acceptable if the overall duration of construction is shortened. Such construction 
activities shall only be allowed on Saturdays with the prior written authorization of the Building Services 
Division. 

ii. After the building is enclosed,' requests for Saturday construction activities shall only be allowed on 
Saturdays with the prior written authorization of the Building Services Division, and only then within the 
interior of the building with the doors and windows closed. 

d) No extreme noise generating activities (greater than 90 dBA) shall be allowed on Saturdays, with no 
exceptions. 

e~) No construction activity shall take place on Sundays or Federal holidays. 



f) Construction activities include but axe not limited to: truck idling, moving equipment (including trucks, 
elevators, etc) or materials, deliveries, and construction meetings held on-site in a non-enclosed area, • 

PRQJOECT SPECIFIC CONDITIONS: 

13. Radio Frequency Emissions 
Prior to the final building permit sign off. 

The applicant shall submit a certified RP emissions report stating the facility is operating within.the acceptable 
standards established by the regulatory Federal Communications Commission. 

14. Operational 
Ongoing. 

Noise levels from the activity, property, or any mechanical equipment on site shall comply with the performance 
standards of Section 17.120 of the Oakland Planning Code and Section 8.18 of the Oakland Municipal Code, If noise 
levels exceed these standards, the activity causing the noise shall be abated until appropriate noise reduction measures 
have been installed and compliance verified by the Planning and Zoning Division and Building Services. 

15 Possible District Undergrounding PG&E Pole 
Ongoing 

Should the PG &E utility pole be voluntarily removed for purposes of district undergrounding or otherwise, the 
telecommunications facility can only be re-established by applying for and receiving approval of a new application to 
the Oakland Planning Department as required by the regulations. 

APPROVED BY:. 
City Planning Commission: 4-0. .(July 1st, 2015). (vote) 



City of Oakland 
Bureau of Planning and Building 
Bureau of Planning / Zoning 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2114 
Oakland, CA. 94612. 

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION 

TO: Alameda County Clerk 
1106 Madison Street 
Oakland, CA 94612 

Project Title: 

Project Applicant: 

Project Location: 

Project Description: 

Exempt Status: 

Statutory Exemptions 

Case No. PLN15071 

New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC / Matt Yergovich 

6046 Colton Blvd. (APN: 029-1162-012-00) 

Telecom Site installation 

Categorical Exemptions 

[ ] Ministerial {Sec,15268} 
[ ] Feasibility/Planning Study {Sec. 15262} 
[ ] Emergency Project {Sec. 15269} 
[ ] Other: {Sec. } 

X] Existing Facilities {Sec.15301} 
] Replacement or Reconstruction {Sec.15302} 

X] Small Structures {Sec.15303} , 
] Minor-Alterations {Sec.15304} 
]' In-fillDevelopment {Sec! 15332} 
] General Rule {Sec,15061(b)(3)} 

Other 
[ X ] Projects consistent with a community plan, general plan or zoning {Sec. 15183(f)} 
[ ] (Sec. J 

Reason why project is exempt: 

New monopole telecom site. 

Lead Agency: City of Oakland, Department of Planning and Building, 250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2114, Oakland, 
CA 94612 

Division/Contact Person: Bureau of Planning / Zoning / Jose M. Herrera-Preza, Planner I Phone: 510-238-3808 

7-
Signature (Scott Miller, Environmental Review Officer) Date: 

Pursuant to Section 711.4(d)(1) of the Fish and Game Code, statutoiy and categorical exemptions are also exempt from 
Department of Fish and Game filing fees. 



* ENVIRONMENTAL DECLARATION 
(CALIF. FISH AND GAME CODE SEC. 711.4) 

FOR COURT USE ONLY 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT OR LEAD AGENCY 

LEAD AGENCY: 

APPLICANT: 

CITY OF OAKLAND 
Department of Planning and Building 
Bureau of Planning / Zoning 
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2114 
Oakland, CA 94612 

New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC 
c/o Matt Yergovich 
1826 Webster St. 
San Fraricisco, CA 94115 

FILING NO. 
PLN15071 

CLASSIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT: Check the box(es) that applies. 

1. 
X 

[ ] 

[] 

[ ] 

3.[ ] 

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION 
A - STATUTORILY OR CATEGORICALLY EXEMPT 

$50.00 (Fifty Dollars) - CLERK'S FEE 

B - FEE EXEMPTION -NO IMPACT DETERMINATION ISSUED BY F&G 
$50.00 (Fifty Dollars) - CLERK'S FEE 

NOTICE OF DETERMINATION 
A - NEGATIVE DECLARATION 

$2,044.00 (Two Thousand Forty Four Dolla'rs)-STATE FILING FEE 

$50.00 (Fifty Dollars) - CLERK'S FEE 

B - MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION 
$2,044.00 (Two Thousand Forty Four Dollars)-STATE FILING FEE 

$50.00 (Fifty Dollars) - CLERK'S FEE 

CLERKS 
USE ONLY 

PLU117 

PLU 117 

PLU116 

PLU 116 

C - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT PLU 115 
$2,839.25 (Two Thousand Eight Hundred Thirty Nine Dollars and Twenty Five Gents) - STATE.FILING FEE 

$50.00 (Fifty Dollars) - CLERK'S FEE 

OTHER (Specify) Notice of Finding of No Significant Impact 
$50.00 (Fifty Dollars) - CLERK'S FEE PLU 117 

*THIS FORM MUST BE COMPLETED AND SUBMITTED WITH ALL ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS FILED 
WITH THE ALAMEDA COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE. 

FOUR COPIES OF ALL NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION ARE REQUIRED FOR FILING PURPOSES. 

APPLICABLE FEES MUST BE PAID AT THE TIME OF FILING AN ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT WITH THE 
ALAMEDA COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE. 

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: ALAMEDA COUNTY CLERK 
Revised 1/10/11 
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*2 

CERTIFICATION OF MA TUNC-

I certify that on July 2015 this decision letter, relating to Approval of a Major Design Review for 6046 Colton Blvd. 
was placed in the U.S. mail system, postage prepaid for first class mail, and sent to 

New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC 
c/o Matt Yergovich' 

• • 1826 Webster St. 
/ SanFrancisco, CA 9411 

(NAME & SIGNATURE OF PERSON PLACING IN MAIL) (DATE) 



Oakland City Planning Commission STAFF REPORT 

Case File Number: PLN15071 June 17,2015 

Location: 

Assessors Parcel Numbers: 

Proposal: 

Applicant: 
Contact Person/ Phone 

Number: 
Owner: 

Case File Number: 
Planning Permits Required: 

General Plan: 
Zoning: 

Environmental 
Determination: 

Historic Status: 

Service Delivery District: 
City Council District: 

Date Filed: 
Finality of Decision: 

For Further Information: 

The Public Right-of-Way at Colton Blvd. (Adjacent to 6046 
Colton Blvd.) 
(See map on reverse) 
(048F-7368-021-06) nearest lot adjacent to the project site. 
To install a wireless Telecommunications Facility (AT&T wireless) on a 
replacement PG&E utility pole located in the public right -of- way. 
Install two panel antennas (two feet long and ten inches wide) mounted 
onto a new utility pole at 50'-5" high and; an associated equipment box, 
one battery backup and meter boxes within a 6' tall by 18" wide 
singular equipment box attached to the pole at lO'-lO" above the 
ground. 
New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC. For AT&T Mobility 
Matthew Yergovich 
(415)596-3474 
City of Oakland 
PLN15071 
Regular Design Review (non-residential) to install a wireless Macro 
Telecommunications Facility (OMC Sec.17.128.100, 17.136.050 (B)(2); 
Additional Findings for a Macro Facility (OMC Sec. 17.128.070(B)(C). 
Hillside Residential 
RH-4 Hillside Residential 4 Zone 

Exempt, Section 15303 of the State CEQA Guidelines (small 
facilities or structures; installation of small new equipment and 
facilities in small structures), and none of the exceptions to the 
exemption in CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 apply to the 
proposal. Exempt, Section 15183 of the State CEQA 
Guidelines; projects consistent with a community plan, general 
plan or zoning. 
Not a Potential Designated Historic Property; Survey rating: 
N/A 
2 
4 
March 17th, 2015 
Appealable to City Council within 10 Days 
Contact case planner Jose M. Herrera-Preza at (510) 238-3808 
or jherrera@oaklandnet.com 

SUMMARY 

The proposal is to install a wireless Telecommunications Macro Facility on a replacement Joint Pole 
Authority (JPA) utility pole located in the public right-of-way along Colton Blvd near the intersection of 
Mazuela Dr. and Colton Blvd. New Cingular Wireless PCS for AT&T Mobility is proposing to install 
two panel antennas mounted on top of a new JPA pole, resulting in a new height of 50'-5" (to top of 
antennas); an associated equipment box, one battery backup and meter boxes within a 6' tall by 18" wide 
singular equipment box attached to the pole at lO'-lO" above the ground. 
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A Major Design Review permit is required to install a new Telecommunications Facility located within 
100' of a residential zone. As detailed below, the project meets all of the required findings for approval. 
Therefore, staff recommends approval of the project subject to the attached conditions of approval. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The applicant (New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC. for AT&T Mobility ) is proposing to install a wireless 
Telecommunications Macro Facility on a new JPA utility pole located in the public right-of-way along 
Colton Blvd near 6046 Colton Blvd in a hillside area surrounded by single-family homes. The project 
consists of swapping an existing 24'-9" JPA pole with a new JPA pole in the same location, with two 
panel antennas (each is two-feet long and 10- inches wide) mounted onto the new JPA pole resulting in a 
50'-5" tall pole; an associated equipment box, one battery backup and meter boxes within a 6' tall by 18" 
wide single equipment box attached to the pole at the height of 10'-10"above the ground, located in 
public right-of-way. No portion of the telecommunication facilities will be located on the ground within 
the City of Oakland public right-of-way. The proposed antennas and associated equipment will not be 
accessible to the public. (See Attachment A). 

Limitations on Local Government Zoning Authority under the Telecommunications Act of 1996 

Section 704 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (TCA) provides federal standards for the siting of 
"Personal Wireless Services Facilities." "Personal Wireless Services" include all commercial mobile 
services (including personal communications services (PCS), cellular radio mobile services, and paging); 
unlicensed wireless services; and common carrier wireless exchange access services. Under Section 704, 
local zoning authority over personal wireless services is preserved such that the FCC is prevented from 
preempting local land use decisions; however, local government zoning decisions are still restricted by 
several provisions of federal law. 

Under Section 253 of the TCA, no state or local regulation or other legal requirement can prohibit or have 
the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications 
service. 

Further, Section 704 of the TCA imposes limitations on what local and state governments can do. Section 
704 prohibits any state and local government action which unreasonably discriminates among personal 
wireless providers. Local governments must ensure that its wireless ordinance does not contain 
requirements in the form of regulatory terms or fees which may have the "effect" of prohibiting the 
placement, construction, or modification of personal wireless services. 

Section 704 also preempts any local zoning regulation purporting to regulate the placement, construction 
and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis, either directly or indirectly, on the 
environmental effects of radio frequency emissions (RF) of such facilities, which otherwise comply with 
FCC standards in this regard. See, 47 U.S.C. 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) (1996). This means that local authorities 
may not regulate the siting or construction of personal wireless facilities based on RF standards that are 
more stringent than those promulgated by the FCC. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS BACKGROUND 

Section 704 mandates that local governments act upon personal wireless service facility siting 
applications to place, construct, or modify a facility within a reasonable time. 47 U.S.C.332(c)(7)(B)(ii). 
See-FGG-ShotGloGk.rulingsetting..forth~ireasonable.time".standards.for.applicationsdeemed,complete,. 
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Section 704 also mandates that the FCC provide technical support to local governments in order to 
encourage them to make property, rights-of-way, and easements under their jurisdiction available for the 
placement of new spectrum-based telecommunications services. This proceeding is currently at the 
comment stage. 

For more information on the FCC's jurisdiction in this area, contact Steve Markendorff, Chief of the 
Broadband Branch, Commercial Wireless Division, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, at (202) 418-
0640 or e-mail "smarkend@fcc.gov". 

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

The existing 24'-9" tall JPA utility pole is located in the City of Oakland public right-of-way adjacent to 
6046 Colton Blvd., which contains a single-family residence on a steep downslope parcel to the south, 
and another residence on an upslope parcel to the north in a relatively wooded hillside residential area. 

GENERAL PLAN ANALYSIS 

The subject property is located within the Hillside Residential Area of the General Plan's Land Use & 
Transportation Element (LUTE). The Hillside Residential Classification is intended "to create, maintain, 
and enhance neighborhood residential areas that are characterized by detached, single unit structures on 
hillside lots". The proposed telecommunication facilities will be mounted on a new wood JPA pole 
intended to resemble existing PG&E utility poles within the City of Oakland public right-of-way. Visual 
impacts will be mitigated since the antennas are mounted 50'+ plus feet above the right-of-way and 
"climb through" existing trees and vegetation lining the street. The existing wooded area will provide 
camouflage and blend in the equipment cabinet box which will be within a single box and painted to 
match the existing utility pole. Therefore, the proposed unmanned wireless telecommunication facility 
will not adversely affect or detract from the resource conservation characteristics of the neighborhood. 

Civic and Institutional uses 
Objective N2 
Encourage adequate civic, institutional and educational facilities located within Oakland, appropriately 
designed and sited to serve the community. 

Staff finds the proposal to be in conformance with the objectives of the General Plan by servicing the 
community with enhanced telecommunications capability. 

ZONING ANALYSIS 

The proposed project is located in RH-4 Hillside Residential 4 Zone. The intent of the RH-4 Zone is: "to 
create, maintain, and enhance areas for single-family dwellings on lots of six thousand five hundred 
(6,500) to eight thousand (8,000) square feet and is typically appropriate in already developed areas of 
the Oakland Hills The proposed telecommunication facility is located adjacent to 6046 Colton Blvd. in 
a hillside residential area of the Oakland Hills. The project requires Regular Design Review per 

. 17.128.100, which states that Telecommunications Facilities proposed in residential areas with special 
findings, to allow the installation of new telecommunication facilities on an existing JPA pole located in 
the public right-of-way in a Residential Zone. Special findings are required for Design Review approval 
to ensure that the facility is concealed to the extent possible. 

mailto:smarkend@fcc.gov
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ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines lists the projects that qualify as categorical 
exemptions from environmental review. Staff finds that the proposed project is categorically exempt from 
the environmental review requirements pursuant to Section 15301, (additions and alterations to existing 
facilities), and Section 15303 (small facilities or structures; installation of small new equipment and 
facilities in small structures), and that none of the exceptions to the exemption in CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15300.2 are triggered by the proposal, and 15183 (projects consistent with a General Plan or 
Zoning) further applies. 

KEY ISSUES AND IMPACTS 

1. Regular Design Review 

Section 17.128.100, 17.136.040 and 17.128.070 of the City of Oakland Planning Code requires Regular 
Design Review for Macro Telecommunication Facilities in the Hillside Residential zone or that are 
located within one hundred (100) feet of the boundary of any residential zone. The required findings for 
Regular Design Review, and the reasons this project meets them, are listed and included in staffs 
evaluation as part of this report. 

2. Project Site 

Section 17.128.110 of the City of Oakland Telecommunication Regulations indicate that new wireless 
facilities shall generally be located on designated properties or facilities in the following order of 
preference: ( 

A. Co-located on an existing structure or facility with existing wireless antennas. 
B. City-owned properties or other public or quasi-public facilities. 
C. Existing commercial or industrial structures in non-residential zones (excluding all HBX Zones and the 

D-CE-3 and D-CE-4 Zones). 
D. Existing commercial or industrial structures in residential zones, HBX Zones, or the D-CE-3 or D-CE-

4 Zones. 
E. Other non-residential uses in residential zones, HBX Zones, or the D-CE-3 or D-CE-4 Zones. 
F. Residential uses in non-residential zones (excluding all HBX Zones and the D-CE-3 and D-CE-4 

Zones). 
G. Residential uses in residential zones, HBX Zones, or the D-CE-3 or D-CE-4 Zones. 

^Facilities located on an A, B or C ranked preferences do not require a site alternatives analysis. 
Since the proposed project involves locating the installation of new antennas and associated equipment 
cabinets on an existing utility pole, the proposed project meets: (B) quasi-public facilities on for a new 
wood JPA pole in the public right-of -way. The applicant has also provided a statement on site alternative 
analysis to indicate a public necessity for telecommunication services in the area. 

3. Project Design 

Section 17.128.120 of the City of Oakland Telecommunications Regulations indicates that new wireless 
facilities shall generally be designed in the following order of preference: 

A. Building or structure mounted antennas completely concealed from view. 
B. Building or structure mounted antennas set back from roof edge, not visible from public right-of way. 
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C. Building or structure mounted antennas below roof line (facade mount, pole mount) visible from 
public right-of-way, painted to match existing structure. 

D. Building or structure mounted antennas above roof line visible from public right of-way. 
E. Monopoles. 
F. Towers. 

* Facilities designed to meet an A & B ranked preference does not require a site design alternatives 
analysis. Facilities designed to meet a C through F ranked preference, inclusive, must submit a site design 
alternatives analysis as part of the required application materials, (c) site design alternatives analysis shall, 
at a minimum, consist of: 

a. Written evidence indicating why each higher preference design alternative cannot be used. Such 
evidence shall be in sufficient detail that independent verification could be obtained if required by the 
City of Oakland Zoning Manager. Evidence should indicate if the reason an alternative was rejected was 
technical (e.g. incorrect height, interference from existing RF sources, inability to cover required area) or 
for other concerns (e.g. inability to provide utilities, construction or structural impediments). 

City of Oakland Planning staff, along with the applicant, completed an on-site site design analysis and 
determined that the site selected is conforming to all other telecommunication regulation requirements. 
The project meets design criteria (E) since the antennas will be mounted on a new wood JPA pole 
resembling existing PG&E wood poles in the area, in addition to locating the new pole in an area where 
the new facility will be camouflaged partially by the existing mature trees and the equipment cabinet box 
and battery backup box will be within a single equipment box attached to the utility pole and painted to 
match the color of an existing PG&E utility pole to minimize potential visual impacts from public view. 

4. Project Radio Frequency Emissions Standards 

Section 17.128.130 of the City of Oakland Telecommunication Regulations require that the applicant 
submit the following verifications including requests for modifications to existing facilities: 

a. With the initial application, a RF emissions report, prepared by a licensed professional engineer or 
other expert, indicating that the proposed site will operate within the current acceptable thresholds as 
established by the Federal government or any such agency who may be subsequently authorized to 
establish such standards. 

b. Prior to commencement of construction, a RF emissions report indicating the baseline RF emissions 
condition at the proposed site. 

c. Prior to final building permit sign off, an RF emissions report indicating that the site is actually 
operating within the acceptable thresholds as established by the Federal government or any such 
agency who may be subsequently authorized to establish such standards. 

The RF-EME Electromagnetic Energy Compliance Report, prepared by William F. Hammett, P.E. for 
Hammett & Edison Inc. Consulting Engineers, indicates that the proposed project meets the radio 
frequency (RF) emissions standards as required by the regulatory agency. The report states that the 
proposed project will comply with the prevailing standards for limiting public exposure to radio 
frequency energy and, therefore, will not cause a significant impact on the environment. Additionally, 
staff recommends as a condition of approval that, prior to the issuance of a final building permit, the 
applicant submits a certified RF emissions report stating that the facility is operating Within acceptable 
thresholds established by the regulatory federal agency. 
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CONCLUSION 

The proposed project meets all of the required findings for approval. Therefore, staff recommends 
approval of the project subject to the attached conditions. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 1. Affirm staffs environmental determination 

2. Approve Design Review application 
PLN15071 subject to the attached findings 
and conditions of approval 

sra-Preza Jose M. 
Planner 

Approved by: 

Scott Miller 
Zoning Manager 

Approved for forwarding to the 
City Planning Commission 

..J.. 
Darin Ranelletti, Deputy Director 
Bureau of Planning 

ATTACHMENTS: 

A. 
B. 
C. 

Project Plans & Photo simulations & Alternative Site Analysis 
Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineering RF Emissions Report 
Site Alternative Analysis 
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FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL 
This proposal meets all the required findings under Section 17.136.050.(13), of the Non-Residential 
Design Review criteria and all the required findings under Section 17.128.070(B), of the 
telecommunication facilities (Macro) Design Review criteria and as set forth below: Required findings 
are shown in bold type; reasons your proposal satisfies them are shown in normal type. 

17.136.050(B) - NONRESIDENTIAL DESIGN REVIEW CRITERIA; 

1. That the proposal will help achieve or maintain a group of facilities which are well related to one 
another and which, when taken together, will result in a well-composed design, with consideration 
given to site, landscape, bulk, height, arrangement, texture, materials, colors, and appurtenances; 
the relation of these factors to other facilities in the vicinity; and the relation of the proposal to the 
total setting as seen from key points in the surrounding area. Only elements of design which have 
some significant relationship to outside appearance shall be considered, except as otherwise 
provided in Section 17.136.060; 

The project consists of replacing a 24'-9" Joint Pole Authority (JPA) utility pole with a new 50' JPA 
utility in the same location and adding two telecommunications panel antennas (twofeet long and 10-
inches wide), affixed on top of the utility pole; an associated equipment box, one battery backup and 
meter boxes within a 6' tali by 18" wide equipment box attached to the pole 10'-10" above the ground, 
located in the public right-of-way along Colton Blvd. near the intersection of Mazuela Dr. and Colton 
Blvd. The proposed antennas and equipment cabinet attached to the utility pole will be located 50' above 
the right-of-way above the existing trees and vegetation which will serve as camouflage to help the 
facility to blend in with the existing surrounding hillside residential area. Therefore, the proposal will 
have minimal visual impacts from public view. 

2. That the proposed design will be of a quality and character which harmonizes with, and serves 
to protect the value of, private and public investments in the area; 

The proposal improves wireless telecommunication service in the hillside residential area. The installation 
will be camouflaged to blend in with the existing mature trees surrounding the area to have minimal 
visual impacts on public views, thereby protecting the value of private and public investments in the area. 

3. That the proposed design conforms in all significant respects with the Oakland General Plan and 
with any applicable design review guidelines or criteria, district plan, or development control map 
which have been adopted by the Planning Commission or City Council. 

The subject property is located within the Hillside Residential Area of the General Plan's Land Use & 
Transportation Element (LUTE). The Hillside Residential Classification is intended "to create, maintain, 
and enhance neighborhood residential areas that are characterized by detached, single unit structures on 
hillside lots The proposed telecommunication facilities will be mounted onto a wood JPA pole intended 
to resemble existing utility poles within the City of Oakland public right-of-way. The proposed unmanned 
wireless telecommunication facility will be located on an existing utility pole and will not detract from the 
hillside residential value of the neighborhood. Visual impacts will be minimized since the site is relatively 
wooded, with trees partially obscuring views of the pole. Therefore, the Project conforms to the 
applicable General Plan and Design Review criteria. 
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17.128.070(B) DESIGN REVIEW CRITERIA FOR MACRO FACILITIES 

1. Antennas should be painted and/or textured to match the existing structure: 

The proposed antennas will be painted to match the existing utility pole and blend with the surroundings. 

2. Antennas mounted on architecturally significant structures or significant architectural details of 
the building should be covered by appropriate casings which are manufactured to match existing 
architectural features found on the building: 

The proposed antennas will not be mounted on any building or architecturally significant structure, but 
rather on a utility pole. 

3. Where feasible, antennas can be placed directly above, below or incorporated with vertical 
design elements of a building to help in camouflaging: 

The proposed antennas will be mounted on a new JPA utility pole (at the same location) and painted to 
match the pole, which will be further camouflaged by surrounding mature trees. 

4. Equipment shelters or cabinets shall be screened from the public view by using landscaping, or 
materials and colors consistent with surrounding backdrop: 

The associated equipment will be located within a single equipment box attached to the existing utility 
pole and painted to match the pole and blend with the surroundings. 

5. Equipment shelters or cabinets shall be consistent with the general character of the area. 

The proposed equipment cabinets will be compatible with the existing utility related equipment. 

6. For antennas attached to the roof, maintain a 1:1 ratio for equipment setback; screen the 
antennas to match existing air conditioning units, stairs, or elevator towers; avoid placing roof 
mounted antennas in direct line with significant view corridors. 

7. That all reasonable means of reducing public access to the antennas and equipment has been 
made, including, but not limited to, placement in or on buildings or structures, fencing, anti-
climbing measures and anti-tampering devices. 

The antennas will be mounted onto a new JPA utility pole. They will not be accessible to the public due 
to their location. The equipment accommodation and battery backup boxes will also be inside a single 
equipment box and attached to the pole at a height of lO'-lO" above ground. 

N/A. 
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
PLN15071 

STANDARD CONDITIONS; 
1. Approved Use 
Ongoing 
a) The project shall be constructed and operated in accordance with the authorized use as plans, will 
require a separate application and approval. Any deviation from the approved drawings, Conditions of 
Approval or use shall required prior written approval from the Director of City Planning or designee. 

b) This action by the City Planning Commission ("this Approval") includes the approvals set forth below. 
This Approval includes: To install a wireless Telecommunications Facility (AT&T wireless) on a 
existing 24'-9" tall JPA utility pole located in the public right -of- way. Install two panel antennas 
(two-feet long and ten inches wide) mounted onto a new JPA pole at 50'-5" high on the pole; an 
associated equipment box, one battery backup and meter boxes within a 6' tall by 18" wide 
equipment box attached to the pole at lO'-lO" above the ground, under Oakland Municipal Code 
17.128 and 17.136. 

2. Effective Date. Expiration. Extensions and Extinguishment 
Ongoing 
Unless a different termination date is prescribed, this Approval shall expire two calendar years from the 
approval date, unless within such period all necessary permits for construction or alteration have been 
issued, or the authorized activities have commenced in the case of a permit not involving construction or 
alteration. Upon written request and payment of appropriate fees submitted no later than the expiration 
date of this permit, the Director of City Planning or designee may grant a one-year extension of this date, 
with additional extensions subject to approval by the approving body. Expiration of any necessary 
building permit for this project may invalidate this Approval if the said extension period has also expired. 

3. Scope of This Approval: Major and Minor Changes 
Ongoing 
The project is approved pursuant to the Oakland Planning Code only. Minor changes to approved plans 
may be approved administratively by the Director of City Planning or designee. Major changes to the 
approved plans shall be reviewed by the Director of City Planning or designee to determine whether such 
changes require submittal and approval of a revision to the approved project by the approving body or a 
new, completely independent permit. 

4. Conformance with other Requirements 
Prior to issuance of a demolition, grading, P-job, or other construction related permit 

a) The project applicant shall comply with all other applicable federal, state, regional and/or local 
codes, requirements, regulations, and guidelines, including but not limited to those 
imposed by the City's Building Services Division, the City's Fire Marshal, and the City's 
Public Works Agency. 

b) The applicant shall submit approved building plans for project-specific needs related to fire 
protection to the Fire Services Division for review and approval, including, but not 

c) limited to automatic extinguishing systems, water supply improvements and hydrants, fire 
department access, and vegetation management for preventing fires and soil erosion. 
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5. Conformance to Approved Plans; Modification of Conditions or Revocation 
Ongoing 

a) Site shall be kept in a blight/nuisance-free condition. Any existing blight or nuisance shall be 
abated within 60-90 days of approval, unless an earlier date is specified elsewhere. 

b) The City of Oakland reserves the right at any time during construction to require certification by a 
licensed professional that the as-built project conforms to all applicable zoning requirements, 
including but not limited to approved maximum heights and minimum setbacks. Failure to 
construct the project in accordance with approved plans may result in remedial reconstruction, 
permit revocation, permit modification, stop work, permit suspension or other corrective action. 

c) Violation of any term, conditions or project description relating to the Approvals is unlawful, 
prohibited, and a violation of the Oakland Municipal Code. The City of Oakland reserves the right 
to initiate civil and/or criminal enforcement and/or abatement proceedings, or after notice and 
public hearing, to revoke the Approvals or alter these conditions if it is found that there is violation 
of any of the conditions or the provisions of the Planning Code or Municipal Code, or the project 
operates as or causes a public nuisance. This provision is not intended to, nor does it; limit in any 
manner whatsoever the ability of the City to take appropriate enforcement actions. 

6. Signed Copy of the Conditions 
With submittal of a demolition, grading, and building permit 
A copy of the approval letter and conditions shall be signed by the property owner, notarized, and 
submitted with each set of permit plans to the appropriate City agency for this project. 

7. Indemnification 
Ongoing 

a) To the maximum extent permitted by law, the applicant shall defend (with counsel acceptable to 
the City), indemnify, and hold harmless the City of Oakland, the Oakland City Council, the City of 
Oakland Redevelopment Agency, the Oakland City Planning Commission and its respective 
agents, officers, and employees (hereafter collectively called City) from any liability, damages, 
claim, judgment, loss (direct or indirect)action, causes of action, or proceeding (including legal 
costs, attorneys' fees, expert witness or consultant fees, City Attorney or staff time, expenses or 
costs) (collectively called "Action") against the City to attack, set aside, void or annul, (1) an 
approval by the City relating to a development-related application or subdivision or (2) 
implementation of an approved development-related project. The City may elect, in its sole 
discretion, to participate in the defense of said Action and the applicant shall reimburse the City for 
its reasonable legal costs and attorneys' fees. 

b) Within ten (10) calendar days of the filing of any Action as specified in subsection A above, the 
applicant shall execute a Letter Agreement with the City, acceptable to the Office of the City 
Attorney, which memorializes the above obligations. These obligations and the Letter of 
Agreement shall survive termination, extinguishment or invalidation of the approval. Failure to 
timely execute the Letter Agreement does not relieve the applicant of any of the obligations 
contained in this condition or other requirements or conditions of approval that may be imposed by 
the City. 

8. Compliance with Conditions of Approval 
Ongoing 

The project applicant shall be responsible for compliance with the recommendations in any submitted 
m_.and-approved-technical ieport-and-alLthe-Conditions-of ApprovaLset-forth_below_at its sole cost and 

expense, and subject to review and approval of the City of Oakland. 
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9. Severability 
Ongoing 

Approval of the project would not have been granted but for the applicability and validity of each and 
every one of the specified conditions, and if any one or more of such conditions is found to be invalid 
by a court of competent jurisdiction this Approval would not have been granted without requiring 
other valid conditions consistent with achieving the same purpose and intent of such Approval. 

10. Job Site Plans 
Ongoing throughout demolition, grading, and/or construction 

At least one (1) copy of the stamped approved plans, along with the Approval Letter and Conditions 
of Approval, shall be available for review at the job site at all times. 

11. Special Inspector/Inspections, Independent Technical Review, Project Coordination and 
Management 

Prior to issuance of a demolition, grading, and/or construction permit 
The project applicant may be required to pay for on-call special inspector(s)/inspections as needed 
during the times of extensive or specialized plan check review, or construction. The project applicant 
may also be required to cover the full costs of independent technical and other types of peer review, 
monitoring and inspection, including without limitation, third party plan check fees, including 
inspections of violations of Conditions of Approval. The project applicant shall establish a deposit 
with the Building Services Division, as directed by the Building Official, Director of City Planning or 
designee. 

12. Days/Hours of Construction Operation 
Ongoing throughout demolition, grading, and/or construction 

The project applicant shall require construction contractors to limit standard construction activities as 
follows: 

a) Construction activities are limited to between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM Monday through Friday, 
except that pile driving and/or other extreme noise generating activities greater than 90 dBA 
shall be limited to between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

b) Any construction activity proposed to occur outside of the standard hours of 7:00 am to 7:00 
pm Monday through Friday for special activities (such as concrete pouring 

which may require more continuous amounts of time) shall be evaluated on a case by 
case basis, with criteria including the proximity of residential uses and a 
consideration of resident's preferences for whether the activity is acceptable if the 
overall duration of construction is shortened and such construction activities shall 
only be allowed with the prior written authorization of the Building Services 
Division. 

c) Construction activity shall not occur on Saturdays, with the following possible 
exceptions: 

i. Prior to the building being enclosed, requests for Saturday construction for special activities 
(such as concrete pouring which may require more continuous amounts of time), shall be 
evaluated on a case by case basis, with criteria including the proximity of residential uses and 
a consideration of resident's preferences for whether the activity is acceptable if the overall 
duration of construction is shortened. Such construction activities shall only be allowed on 
Saturdays witlTthe prior written~authorizafiOT*oftlT5°BntMffl^Services Division. 
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ii. After the building is enclosed, requests for Saturday construction activities shall only be 
allowed on Saturdays with the prior written authorization of the Building Services Division, 
and only then within the interior of the building with the doors and windows closed. 

d) No extreme noise generating activities (greater than 90 dBA) shall be allowed on Saturdays, 
with no exceptions. 

e) No construction activity shall take place on Sundays or Federal holidays. 

f) Construction activities include but are not limited to: truck idling, moving equipment 
(including trucks, elevators, etc) or materials, deliveries, and construction meetings held on-
site in a non-enclosed area. 

PROJECT SPECIFIC CONDITIONS: 

13. Radio Frequency Emissions 
Prior to the final building permit sign off. 

The applicant shall submit a certified RF emissions report stating the facility is operating within the 
acceptable standards established by the regulatory Federal Communications Commission. 

14. Operational 
Ongoing. 

Noise levels from the activity, property, or any mechanical equipment on site shall comply with the 
performance standards of Section 17.120 of the Oakland Planning Code and Section 8.18 of the 
Oakland Municipal Code. If noise levels exceed these standards, the activity causing the noise shall 
be abated until appropriate noise reduction measures have been installed and compliance verified by 
the Planning and Zoning Division and Building Services. 

15. Possible District Undergrounding PG&E Pole 
Ongoing 

Should the PG &E utility pole be voluntarily removed for purposes of district undergrounding or 
otherwise, the telecommunications facility can only be re-established by applying for and receiving 
approval of a new application to the Oakland Planning Department as required by the regulations. 
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AT&T Mobility Radio Frequency Statement 

DAS Node 52L: Existing Utility Pole in Public Right-of-Way 
Near 6046 Colton Blvd., Oakland, CA 

1 am the AT&T radio frequency engineer assigned to the proposed wireless telecommunications 
facility ("Node 52L"), which is a distributed antenna system ("DAS") node to be located on an existing 
utility pole in the public right-of-way near 6046 Colton Blvd., Oakland (the "Property"). Based on my 
personal knowledge of the Property and with AT&T's wireless network, as well as my review of AT&T's 
records with respect to the Property and its wireless telecommunications facilities in the surrounding area, 
I have concluded that the work associated with this permit request is needed to close a service coverage 
gap in the area immediately surrounding the Property. 

The service coverage gap is caused by inadequate infrastructure in the area. As explained further 
in Exhibit 1, AT&T's existing facilities cannot adequately serve its customers in the desired area of 
coverage, let alone address rapidly increasing data usage. Moreover, 4G LTE service coverage has not 
yet been fully deployed in this area. To remedy this service coverage gap, AT&T needs to construct a 
new wireless telecommunications facility. 

AT&T uses industry standard propagation tools to identify the areas in its network where signal 
strength is too weak to provide reliable in-building service quality. This information is developed from 
many sources including terrain and clutter databases, which simulate the environment, and propagation 
models that simulate signal propagation in the presence of terrain and clutter variation. AT&T designs 
and builds its network to ensure customers receive reliable in-building service quality. 

Exhibit 2 to this Statement is a map of the existing service coverage (without Node 52L) in the 
area at issue. It includes service coverage provided by existing AT&T sites. The green shaded areas 
depict areas within a signal strength range that provide acceptable in-building service coverage. In-
building coverage means customers are able to place or receive a call on the ground floor of a building, 
The yellow shaded areas depict areas within a signal strength range that provide acceptable in-vehicle 
coverage. In this area, an AT&T customer should be able to successfully place or receive a call within a 
vehicle. The blue shading depicts areas within a signal strength range in which a customer might have 
difficulty receiving a consistently acceptable level of service. The quality of service experienced by any 
individual can differ greatly depending on whether that customer is indoors, outdoors, stationary, or in 
transit, Any area in the blue or yellow category is considered inadequate service coverage and constitutes 
a service coverage gap. 

O 
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Exhibit 3 predicts service coverage in the vicinity of the Property if the Node 52L antennas are 

placed as proposed in the application. As shown by this map, placement of Node 52L closes the 
significant 3G service coverage gap in the area immediately surrounding the Property. 

In addition to these 3G wireless service gap issues; AT&T is in the process of deploying its 4G 
LTE service in Oakland with the goal of providing the most advanced personal wireless experience 
available to residents of the City. 4G LTE is capable of delivering speeds up to 10 times faster than 
industry-average 3G speeds. LTE technology also offers lower latency, or the processing time it takes to 
move data through a network, such as how long it takes to start downloading a webpage or file once a 
customer has sent the request. Lower latency helps to improve the quality of personal wireless services. 
What's more, LTE uses spectrum more efficiently than other technologies, creating more space to carry 
data traffic and services and to deliver a better overall network experience. 

Exhibit 4 is a map that depicts 4G LTE service in the area surrounding the Property, and it shows 
a significant 4G LTE service coverage gap in the area. Exhibit 5 shows that after Node 52L is on air, 4G 
LTE service is available both indoors and outdoors in the area. This is important not only to bring 4G 
LTE to residents of Oakland but also because as existing customers migrate to 4G LTE. the LTE 
technology will provide the added benefit of reducing 3G data traffic, which can cause capacity issues on 
the UMTS (3G) network during peak usage periods, especially in light of the forecasted increase in usage 
noted in Exhibit 1. 

I have a Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering from Ain Shams University, and I have 
worked as a radio frequency design engineer in the wireless communications industry for over 14 years. 

Amr Kharaba 

March 3, 2015 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Prepared by AT&T Mobility 

AT&T's digital wireless technology converts voice or data signals into a stream of digits 

to allow a single radio channel to carry multiple simultaneous signal transmissions. This 

technology allows AT&T to offer services such as secured transmissions and enhanced voice, 

high-speed data, texting, video conferencing, paging and imaging capabilities, as well as 

voicemail, visual voicemail, call forwarding and call waiting that are unavailable in analog-based 

systems. With consumers' strong adoption of smartphones, customers now have access to 

wireless broadband applications, which consumers utilize at a growing number. 

Mobile data traffic in the United States grew by 75,000 percent over a six-year span, 

from 2001 -2006. And in the seven years that followed, mobile data traffic on AT&T's national 

wireless network increased more than 50,000 percent (from January 2007 through December 

2013). AT&T expects total mobile data volume to grow 8x-10x over the next five years. To put 

this estimate in perspective, all of AT&T Mobility's mobile traffic during 2010 would be equal 

to only six or seven weeks of mobile traffic volume in 2015. The FCC noted that U.S. mobile 

data traffic grew almost 300% in 2011, and driven by 4G LTE smartphones and tablets, traffic is 

projected to grow an additional 16-fold by 2016. 

Mobile devices using AT&T's technology transmit a radio signal to antennas mounted on 

a tower, pole, building, or other structure. The antenna feeds the signal to electronic devices 

housed in a small equipment cabinet, or base station. The base station is connected by 

microwave, fiber optic cable, or ordinary copper telephone wire to the Radio Network 

Controller, subsequently routing the calls and data throughout the world. 
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The operation of AT&T's wireless network depends upon a network of wireless 

communications facilities. The range between wireless facilities varies based on a number of 

factors. The range between AT&T mobile telephones and the antennas in and nearby Oakland, 

for example, is particularly limited as a result of topographical challenges, blockage from 

buildings, trees, and other obstructions as well as the limited capacity of existing facilities. 

To provide effective, reliable, and uninterrupted service to AT&T customers in their cars, 

public transportation, home, and office, without interruption or lack of access, coverage must 

overlap in a grid pattern resembling a honeycomb. 

In the event that AT&T is unable to construct or upgrade a wireless communications 

facility within a specific geographic area, so that each site's coverage reliably overlaps with at 

least one adjacent facility, AT&T will not be able to provide adequate personal wireless service 

to its customers within that area. Some consumers will experience an abrupt loss of service. 

Others will be unable to obtain reliable service, particularly if they are placing a call inside a 

building. 

Service problems occur for customers even in locations where the coverage maps on 

AT&T's "Coverage Viewer" website appear to indicate that coverage is available. As the legend 

to the Coverage Viewer maps indicates, these maps depict a high-level approximation of 

coverage, which may not show gaps in coverage; actual coverage in an area may differ 

substantially from map graphics, and may be affected by such things as terrain, foliage, buildings 

and other construction, motion, customer equipment, and network traffic. The legend states that 

AT&T does not guarantee coverage and its coverage maps are not intended to show actual 
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customer performance on the network, nor are they intended to show future network needs or 

build requirements inside or outside of AT&T's existing coverage areas. 

It is also important to note that the signal losses and service problems described above 

can and do occur for customers even at times when certain other customers in the same vicinity 

may be able to initiate and complete calls on AT&T's network (or other networks) on their 

wireless phones. These problems also can and do occur even when certain customers' wireless 

phones indicate "all bars" of signal strength on the handset. 

The bars of signal strength that individual customers can see on their wireless phones are 

an imprecise and slow-to-update estimate of service quality. In other words, a customer's 

wireless phone can show "four bars" of signal strength, but that customer can still, at times, be 

unable to initiate voice calls, complete calls, or download data reliably and without service 

interruptions. 

To determine where new or upgraded telecommunications facilities need to be located for 

the provision of reliable service in any area, AT&T's radio frequency engineers rely on far more 

complete tools and data sources than just signal strength from individual phones. AT&T creates 

maps incorporating signal strength that depict existing service coverage and service coverage 

gaps in a given area. 

To rectify this significant gap in its service coverage, AT&T needs to locate a wireless 

facility in the immediate vicinity of the Property. 

3 



AT&T Oakland Hills DAS - Node 52 Propagation 

Propagation Map Key: 
Red = Excellent Coverage (in-buildingt) 
Yellow = Medium Coverage (partial inlbuilding) 
Green = Some Coverage (outdoor) 





AT&T Mobility • Proposed Distributed Antenna System Node 
Node No. OAKS-052L • 6046 Colton Boulevard • Oakland, California 

Statement of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers 

The firm of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers, has been retained on behalf of 
AT&T Mobility, a personal wireless telecommunications carrier, to evaluate a distributed antenna 
system (DAS) node (No. OAKS-052L) proposed to be located near 6046 Colton Boulevard in 
Oakland, California, for compliance with appropriate guidelines limiting human exposure to radio 
frequency ("RF") electromagnetic fields. 

Executive Summary 

AT&T proposes to install directional panel antennas on top of a utility pole sited in the 
public right-of-way located near 6046 Colton Boulevard in Oakland. The proposed 
operation will comply with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to RF energy. 

Prevailing Exposure Standards 

The U.S. Congress requires that the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") evaluate its 
actions for possible significant impact on the environment. A summary of the FCC's exposure limits 
is shown in Figure 1. These limits apply for continuous exposures and are intended to provide a 
prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or health. The most restrictive 
FCC limit for exposures of unlimited duration to radio frequency energy for several personal wireless 
services are as follows: 

Wireless Service Frequency Band Occupational Limit Public Limit 
Microwave (Point-to-Point) 5,000-80,000 MHz 5.00mW/cm2 1.00mW/cm2 

BRS (Broadband Radio) 2,600 5.00 1.00 
WCS (Wireless Communication) 2,300 5.00 1.00 
AWS (Advanced Wireless) 2,100 5.00 1.00 
PCS (Personal Communication) 1,950 5.00 1.00 
Cellular 870 2.90 0.58 
SMR (Specialized Mobile Radio) 855 2.85 0.57 
700 MHz 700 2.40 0.48 
[most restrictive frequency range] 30-300 1.00 0.20 

General Facility Requirements 

Base stations typically consist of two distinct parts: the electronic transceivers (also called "radios" or 
"channels") that are connected to the traditional wired telephone lines, and the passive antennas that 
send the wireless signals created by the radios out to be received by individual subscriber units. The 
transceivers are often located at ground level and are connected to the antennas by coaxial cables. A 
small antenna for reception of GPS signals is also required, mounted with a clear view of the sky. 

_Because_o£_the_short_wav-elength_o£.theJrequencies_assigned_by_the_EC£Lfor__wireless_seryices._the. 
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AT&T Mobility • Proposed Distributed Antenna System Node 

Node No. OAKS-052L • 6046 Colton Boulevard • Oakland, California 

antennas require line-of-sight paths for their signals to propagate well and so are installed at some 
height above ground. The antennas are designed to concentrate their energy toward the horizon, with 
very little energy wasted toward the sky or the ground. This means that it is generally not possible for 
exposure conditions to approach the maximum permissible exposure limits without being physically 
very near the antennas. 

Computer Modeling Method 
The FCC provides direction for determining compliance in its Office of Engineering and Technology 
Bulletin No. 65, "Evaluating Compliance with FCC-Specified Guidelines for Human Exposure to 
Radio Frequency Radiation," dated August 1997. Figure 2 describes the calculation methodologies, 
reflecting the facts that a directional antenna's radiation pattern is not fully formed at locations very 
close by (the "near-field" effect) and that at greater distances the power level from an energy source 
decreases with the square of the distance from it (the "inverse square law"). The conservative nature 
of this method for evaluating exposure conditions has been verified by numerous field tests. 

Site and Facility Description 
Based upon information provided by AT&T, including zoning drawings by Aero Communications, 
Inc., dated December 2, 2014, it is proposed to install two Kathrein Model 840-10525. directional 
panel antennas on top of a new 48-foot utility pole to replace the existing pole sited in the public right-
of-way in front of the residence located at 6046 Colton Boulevard in Oakland. The antennas would be 
mounted with no downtilt* at an effective height of about 49'A feet above ground and would be 
oriented toward 61°T and 121 °T. The maximum effective radiated power in any direction would be 
219 watts, representing simultaneous operation at 104 watts for PCS, 61 watts for cellular, and 
54 watts for 700 MHz service. There are reported no other wireless telecommunications base stations 
at the site or nearby. 

Study Results 
For a person anywhere at ground, the maximum RF exposure level due to the proposed AT&T 
operation is calculated to be 0.0038 mW/cm2, which is 0.68% of the applicable public exposure limit. 
The maximum calculated level at the second-floor elevation of any nearby residence1 is 1.1% of the 
public exposure limit. It should be noted that these results include several "worst-case" assumptions 
and therefore are expected to overstate actual power density levels from the proposed operation. 

* Assumed for the purposes of this study. 
—f—bocatedaHeast-25-feet-away^basedonthedrawings.—_____________—__________—_____ 
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Node No. OAKS-052L • 6046 Colton Boulevard • Oakland, California 
Recommended Mitigation Measures 

Due to their mounting locations, the AT&T antennas would not be accessible to the general public, 
and so no mitigation measures are necessary to comply with the FCC public exposure guidelines. To 
prevent occupational exposures in excess of the FCC guidelines, it is recommended that access near 
the antennas be limited to authorized personnel who have been adequately trained in RF safety and 
awareness. No access within 3 feet directly in front of the antennas themselves, such as might occur 
during maintenance work on the pole, should be allowed while the node is in operation, unless other 
measures can be demonstrated to ensure that occupational protection requirements are met. Posting 
explanatory signs* on the pole at or below the antennas, such that the signs would be readily visible 
from any angle of approach to persons who might need to work within that distance, would be 
sufficient to meet FCC-adopted guidelines. 

Conclusion 

Based on the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned's professional opinion that 
operation of the base station proposed by AT&T Mobility near 6046 Colton Boulevard in Oakland, 
California, will comply with the prevailing standards for limiting public exposure to radio frequency 
energy and, therefore, will not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment. The 
highest calculated level in publicly accessible areas is much less than the prevailing standards allow 
for exposures of unlimited duration. This finding is consistent with measurements of actual exposure 
conditions taken at other operating base stations. 

Authorship 

The undersigned author of this statement is a qualified Professional Engineer, holding California 
Registration No. E-20309, which expires on March 31, 2015. This work has been carried out under 
her direction, and all statements are true and correct of her own knowledge except, where noted, when 
data has been supplied by others, which data she believes to be correct. 

% 

§r E20309"n 
707/996-5200 

EXP. 3-31-2015 J February 13, 2015 

| Signs should comply with OET-65 color, symbol, and content recommendations. Signage may also need to 
—————~complywiththerequirements-of-6alifornia-Public-Tjtilities-Gommission(:Teneral0rderNor95. ——— 
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FCC Radio Frequency Protection Guide 

The U.S. Congress required (1996 Telecom Act) the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") 
to adopt a nationwide human exposure standard to ensure that its licensees do not, cumulatively, have 
a significant impact on the environment. The FCC adopted the limits from Report No. 86, "Biological 
Effects and Exposure Criteria for Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields," published in 1986 by the 
Congressionally chartered National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements ("NCRP"). 
Separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure conditions, with the latter limits generally 
five times more restrictive. The more recent standard, developed by the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers and approved as American National Standard ANSI/IEEE C95.1-2006, "Safety 
Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 
300 GHz," includes similar limits. These limits apply for continuous exposures from all sources and 
are intended to provide a prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or 
health. 

As shown in the table and chart below, separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure 
conditions, with the latter limits (in italics and/or dashed) up to five times more restrictive: 

Frequency 
Applicable 

Range 
(MHz) 

1.34-
3.0-
30-

300-
1,500 -

Electromagnetic Fields (f is frequency of emission in MHz) 
Electric 

Field Strength 
(V/m) 

Magnetic 
Field Strength 

(A/m) 

Equivalent Far-Field 
Power Density 

(mW/cm2) 

1.34 614 614 1.63 1.63 100 100 
3.0 614 823.8/f 1.63 2.19/f 100 180// 
30 1842/ f 823.8/f 4.89/ f 2.19/f 900/f2 180Zf 
300 61.4 27.5 0.163 0.0729 1.0 0.2 
1,500 3.54>/f 1.59$ •\/f/106 Jf/238 f/300 f/1500 
100,000 137 61.4 0.364 0.163 5.0 1.0 

<D 
* 
O 

OH 
0 > 
O 1 

1000" 
100" 
10-1 
1 

0.1—1 

Occupational Exposure 
PCS 

FM 

Public Exposure 

Cell 

104 105 0.1 1 10 100 10"5 

Frequency (MHz) 
Higher levels are allowed for short periods of time, such that total exposure levels averaged over six or 
thirty minutes, for occupational or public settings, respectively, do not exceed the limits, and higher 
levels also are allowed for exposures to small areas, such that the spatially averaged levels do not 
exceed the limits. However, neither of these allowances is incorporated in the conservative calculation 
formulas in the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin No. 65 (August 1997) for 
projecting field levels. Hammett & Edison has built those formulas into a proprietary program that 
calculates, at each location on an arbitrary rectangular grid, the total expected power density from any 
number of individual radio sources. The program allows for the description of buildings and uneven 
terrainrifrequiredtoobtainnriiore^accurateprojectionsr ———————— ——-———-
HAMMETT & EDISON, INC. 
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RFR.CALC™ Calculation Methodology 

Assessment by Calculation of Compliance with FCC Exposure Guidelines 

The U.S. Congress required (1996 Telecom Act) the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") to 
adopt a nationwide human exposure standard to ensure that its licensees do not, cumulatively, have a 
significant impact on the environment. The maximum permissible exposure limits adopted by the FCC 
(see Figure 1) apply for continuous exposures from all sources and are intended to provide a prudent 
margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or health. Higher levels are allowed for 
short periods of time, such that total exposure levels averaged over six or thirty minutes, for 
occupational or public settings, respectively, do not exceed the limits. 

Near Field. 
Prediction methods have been developed for the near field zone of panel (directional) and whip 
(omnidirectional) antennas, typical at wireless telecommunications base stations, as well as dish 
(aperture) antennas, typically used for microwave links. The antenna patterns are not fully formed in 
the near field at these antennas, and the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin No. 65 
(August 1997) gives suitable formulas for calculating power density within such zones. 

For a panel or whip antenna, power density S = 4r~ x ^ * ̂ >"et1 , in mW/cm2, 
t/BW n x D x h 

0 1 x 16 X 71 x P and for an aperture antenna, maximum power density Smax = ~~ rk—~ > m ni^/cm2, 
JE X ll 

where 0B w = half-power beamwidth of the antenna, in degrees, and 
Pnet = net power input to the antenna, in watts, 

D = distance from antenna, in meters, 
h = aperture height of the antenna, in meters, and 
t) = aperture efficiency (unitless, typically 0.5-0.8). 

The factor of 0.1 in the numerators converts to the desired units of power density. 

Far Field. 
OET-65 gives this formula for calculating power density in the far field of an individual RF source: 

J . c 2.56 x 1.64 x 100 x RFF2 x ERP . mW/ , power density S = —5 , m mw/cmz, 
4 x jr x D 

where ERP = total ERP (all polarizations), in kilowatts, 
RFF = relative field factor at the direction to the actual point of calculation, and 

D = distance from the center of radiation to the point of calculation, in meters. 
The factor of 2.56 accounts for the increase in power density due to ground reflection, assuming a 
reflection coefficient of 1.6 (1.6 x 1.6 = 2.56). The factor of 1.64 is the gain of a half-wave dipole 
relative to an isotropic radiator. The factor of 100 in the numerator converts to the desired units of 
power density. This formula has been built into a proprietary program that calculates, at each location 
on an arbitrary rectangular grid, the total expected power density from any number of individual 
radiation sources. The program also allows for the description of uneven terrain in the vicinity, to 
obtain more accurate projections. 

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC. 
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Node 52 - Overview Map 

On the map above, the originally proposed site location in the public right-of-way near 
5826 Mendoza Drive (JPA110107943) is marked with a blue pin. The 17 alternative sites 
that AT&T analyzed are marked by yellow pins including the present proposal Node 52L 
at 6046 Colton Boulevard. 
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Proposed Node 52L 
The newly proposed pole location (Node 52L)^ 
is identified as JPA110110787, near 6046 
Colton Boulevard. It was listed as "Alternative 
10" in the original application DR13-020 
(withdrawn) at JPA pole number 110107943 
near 5826 Mendoza Drive (Node 52B, now 
listed here as "Alternative 10" to this 
proposal). 

AT&T re-evaluated this site and nearby 
alternatives in order to determine whether it 
is the least intrusive means to close AT&T's 
significant service coverage gap in the area. 
AT&T's analysis considered the city's code, 
input of city staff, Planning Commission, City 
Council and residents nearby. 
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Alternative 1 - Node 52C 

• Alternative 1 (Node 52C) is identified as JPA110306400 across from the side of 5826 
Mendoza Drive. 

• This site is located on the corner of a switchback along Mendoza Drive, which continues 
with a hard left (containing a view corridor) and splits off to Cabrillo Place. Behind the 
camera view, there are two residences overlooking this alternative pole, so this pole is more 
intrusive than the primary site in terms of view impact. 

* This alternative is not feasible from a radio frequency perspective due to terrain 
obstruction. 



Alternative 2 - Node 52D 

IPlKfSI 

Alternative 2 (Node 52D) is identified as JPA110107942 at 5801 Mendoza Drive. 

This site is located at the intersection of Mendoza Drive and Colton Boulevard, situated at a 
corner without the natural screening. A facility at this pole would be more intrusive than the 
proposed facility because it would impose more of a view impact. 



Alternative 3 - Node 52E 
Alternative 3 (Node 52E} is identified as JPA 
110107994, the standoff pole near 5817 
Mendoza Drive, directly across the street from 
the originally chosen site. 
To be feasible from a radio frequency 
perspective, this site would require a new 48' 
7" pole. 
A site here would impose a view impact to 
nearby residents and would be more intrusive 
than the proposed site. 



Alternative 4 - Node 52F 
Alternative 4 {Node 52F) is identified as JPA 
110107945, between 30 and 33 Cabrilio Place. 
This location is not a feasible from a 
construction perspective due to the 
configuration and loading on the pole. It 
cannot support our equipment due to lack of 
climbing space required per CPUC General 
Order 95. 
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Alternative 5 - Node 52G 
Alternative 5 (Node 52G) is identified as JPA ^ 
11017944, next to 10 Cabrillo Place and across 
the street from 1 Cabrillo Place. 
This location is not a feasible from a 
construction perspective due to the 
configuration and loading on the pole. It 
cannot support our equipment due to lack of 
climbing space required per CPUC General 
Order 95. 
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Alternative 6 - Node 52H 
Alternative 6 (Node 52H) is identified as J PA 
110107934, the support pole, at the east side 
of the intersection of Mendoza Drive and 
Cabrillo Place. 
This location is not feasible from a radio 
frequency perspective due to the steep 
hillside directly to the east and obstructions 
from the residential houses and trees. 
This pole is not well-screened and would 
impose a view impact to nearby uphill 
residents, so it would be more intrusive than 
the proposed site. 
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Alternative 7 - Node 521 
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Alternative 7 (Node 521) is identified as JPA 
110110776, at the west corner of Colton 
Boulevard and Mendoza Drive. 
This location is not a feasible from a 
construction perspective due to the 
configuration and loading on the pole. It 
cannot support our equipment due to lack of 
climbing space required per CPUC General 
Order 95. 
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Alternative 8 - Node 52J 
Alternative 8 (Node 52J) is identified as JPA 
110110875, at the east corner of Colton 
Boulevard and Mendoza Drive. 
This location is not a viable alternative due to 
the current configuration and loading on the 
pole. It cannot support our equipment due to 
lack of climbing space required per CPUC 
General Order 95. 



Alternative 9 - Node 52K 
Alternative 9 (Node 52K) is identified as JPA 
110110826, across the road from 6046 Colton 
Boulevard. 
This location is not a feasible from a 
construction perspective due to the 
configuration and loading on the pole. It 
cannot support our equipment due to lack of 
climbing space required per CPUC General 
Order 95. 



Alternative 10 - Node 52B (Originally Proposed Site) 

• The originally proposed site, here listed as Alternative 10 or Node 52B, is identified as 
JPA110107943 near 5826 Mendoza Drive. 

• The photo above is a panoramic view taken of the existing pole to capture its setting and 
surroundings. 

• AT&T re-evaluated this site and nearby alternatives in order to determine whether it is 
the least intrusive means to close AT&T's significant service coverage gap in the area. 
AT&T's analysis considered the city's code, input of city staff, and concerns of the 
residents who live nearby. The currently proposed Node 52L is an alternative to this 
originally proposed Node 52B. A site here at 5826 Mendoza Drive is still viable to close 
AT&T's significant service coverage gap in the area, but is not preferred by City Council. 



Alternative 11 
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Node 52M 
Alternative 11 (Node 52M) is identified as JP 
110110784, at 6066 Colton Boulevard. 
This location is not a viable alternative due to 
the current configuration and loading on the 
pole. It cannot support our equipment due to 
lack of climbing space required per CPUC 
General Order 95. 



Alternative 12 - Node 52N 
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Alternative 12 (Node 52N) is identified as J PAv 

110350126, located at the intersection of 
Colton Boulevard Mazuela Drive. 
This location is not a viable alternative due to 
the current configuration and loading on the 
pole. It cannot support our equipment due to 
lack of climbing space required per CPUC 
General Order 95. 
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Alternative 13 - Node 52Q 
Alternative 13 (Node 520) is identified as J PA 
110110858, located at 5901 Mazuela Drive. 
This location is not a viable alternative due to 
the current configuration and loading on the 
pole. It cannot support our equipment due to 
lack of climbing space required per CPUC 
General Order 95. 



Alternative 14 
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- Node 52P 
Alternative 14 (Node 52P) is identified as JPA 
110110859, located at 5907 Mazuela Drive. 
This location is not a viable alternative due to 
the current configuration and loading on the 
pole. It cannot support our equipment due to 
lack of climbing space required per CPUC 
General Order 95. 



Alternative 15 - Node 52Q , 
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Alternative 15 (Node 52Q) is identified as JPA^ 
110110785, located across the road from 5925 
Mazuela Drive. 
This location is not a viable alternative due to 
the current configuration and loading on the 
pole. It cannot support our equipment due to 
lack of climbing space required per CPUC 
General Order 95. 
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Alternative 16 - Node 52R 
Alternative 16 (Node 52R) is identified as jpA^s 
110107935, located across the road from 5939 
Mazuela Drive. 
This location is not feasible from a radio 
frequency perspective. 
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Alternative 17 - Node 52S 
Alternative 17 (Node 52S) is identified as JPA 
110418488, located at 6030 Colton Boulevard. 
This location is not a viable alternative due to 
the current configuration and loading on the 
pole. It cannot support our equipment due to 
lack of climbing space required per CPUC 
General Order 95. 
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Conclusion 
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Based on AT&T's analysis of alternative sites, if the originally chosen candidate Node 52B at 
5826 Mendoza Drive is not preferred by the City then the proposed Node 52L at 6046 Colton 
Boulevard is the least intrusive means to close AT&T's significant service coverage gap in the 
area. 
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Oakland City Manning Commisi F REPORT 
Director's Report ATTACHMENT C August 5, 2015 

As the populanty of wireless devices (lnciuvam^ iuyi^u oanui vjyuuxivo^ vumuiuvS to increa.se, 
wireless providers continue to upgrade their networks. Local governments play an important role 
in the deployment of wireless communications facilities with land use regulations which seek to 
balance the need for faster, better service and the aesthetic and other impacts these facilities have 
on communities. 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) recently issued new regulations that require 
local governments to approve some co-locations at previously approved and built facilities. 
These co-locations are not limited to traditional telecommunications towers (the large industrial 
monopoles) but apply to essentially any telecommunications facility. 

The attached Zoning Code Bulletin provides a summary of the new FCC regulations and the 
limitations, it imposes on certain co-location proposals (see Attachment A, Question 1). 

The Zoning Code Bulletin also summarizes the now long-standing policy of the City of Oakland 
to require formal Design Review Approval of telecommunications facilities within the rights-of-
way, such as panel antennae and related equipment on joint-use telephone poles. This policy was 
implemented after, and as a result of, the court case Sprint PCS Assets, LLC vs. the City of Palos 
Verdes Estates which occurred late in 2009. In November, 2010, staff provided a Director's 
Report regarding this policy. Prior to this policy implementation, such right-of-way installations 
were handled ministerially by the Public Works staff (see Attachment A, Question 2). 

Prepared b; 

Scott Miller, Zoning Manager 

Approved for forwarding to Planning Commission by: 

Darin Ranelletti, Deputy Director 
Bureau of Planning 

Attachment: A. Zoning Code Bulletin, Telecommunications Facilities, Issued July 15, 2015 



Planning and Building 
Department 

ZONING CODE 
BULLETIN 

DATE EFFECTIVE: April 8,2015 (original issue date: April 23,2013) 

ZONING TOPICS:. Exclusions from the Telecommunications Regulations (Chapter 17.128) 
for minor modifications to existing telecommunications facilities and Applications for Joint 
Utility Pole Mounted Telecommunications Facilities 

PERTINENT CODE SECTION: 17.128.020 Telecommunication's Regulations/Exclusions,' 
• 17.128,025 Restrictions on telecommunications facilities; 17.136 Design Review Procedure 

QUESTIONS: 

, (1) How does the Planning' and Zoning Division interpret and process applications for 
proposed .modifications subject to Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job 
Creation Act of 2012 (codified at 47 U.S.C. 1455) ("Section 6409(a)") as implemented by 47 
C.F.R. 1.40001 ("FCC ' Regulations"); .this relates to What constitutes' .a '"minor 
modification" to an existing telecommunications, facility for purposes of exclusion from 

• zoning.approvals under Section 17.128.020 of the Planning Code; and 

(2) How does. the Planning and "Zoning Division interpret Section 17.128.025 of the 
Planning Code and process applications for proposed joint (utility) pole mounted 
telecommunications facilities subject to California Public Utilities Code section 7901? 

• ' i 
QUESTION V) Section 6409fat 
Section 6409(a) and recently adopted FCC Regulations that implement Section 6409(a) mandate 
approval of requests for specified modifications to existing telecommunications facilities that do 
not "substantially change" the physical dimensions of the telecommunication facilities. Requests 
for such modifications are quite routine, and typically involve replacements of antennas, 
equipment cabinets, and other related equipment. Section 17.128.020 of the Planning Code 
exempts "minor modifications of existing wireless communications facilities" from the City's 
Telecommunications Regulations. The purpose of this Zoning Code Bulletin is to clarify that 
"minor modifications" to existing.telecommunications facilities shall be those modifications that 
fall within the scope of Section 6409(a) arid the FCC Regulations, to describe the City's 
interpretation of Section 6409(a) and the FCC Regulations, and to update applicable timelines for 
processing of such applications. Projects subject to Section 6409 have been subject to a Small 
Project Design Review ("DS-1"), generally decided by staff at the Zoning Counter; under 
updated regulations mandated by the FCC, a wider range of projects will now be subject to a 
DS-1 Zoning Permit procedure (See Sections Cl-3 & Dl-4, below). 

A. Overview. To the extent expressly required by Section 6409(a) and the FCC 
Regulations, previously approved telecommunications facilities may be modified in a manner 
that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of the telecommunications 
facility's Tower or Base Station as set forth in sections (C) and (D) below. 

Effective April 8,2015 



Zoning Code Bulletin 
Exclusions for minor modifications of telecommunications facilities 

B. Definitions. Terms used in this Zoning Code Bulletin have the following meanings: 

1. "Base Station" means a structure or equipment at a fixed location that enables. 
FCC-licensed or authorized wireless communications between user equipment and a 
communications network, including (a) equipment associated . with wireless 
communications services such as private, broadcast, and public safety services, as well as 
unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services such as microwave backhaul and 
(b) radio, transceivers, antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic cable, regular and backup power 

. supplies, and comparable equipment, regardless, of technological configuration (including 
Distributed Antenna Systems and small-cell networks). Base Station does not include 
Tower. 

2. "Collocation" means the mounting or installation of transmission equipment 
on the Base Station or Tower of an existing telecommunication facility for the purpose of 
transmitting and/or receiving radio frequency signals for communications purposes. 

3. "Site" means (a) for Towers other than Towers in the public rights-of-way, the 
current boundaries of the leased or owned property surrounding the tower and any access 
or utility easements currently related to the Site, and, (b) for all other Towers or Base 
Stations, further restricted:to that area in proximity to the Tower.or Base Station and to 
other Transmission Equipment already deployed on the ground. 

4. "Transmission Equipment" means equipment that facilitates transmission for 
any ECC-licensed or authorized wireless communication service, including, but not limited 
to, radio transceivers, antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic cable, and regular and backup power 
supply. The term includes .equipment associated with wireless communications services 
including, but not limited to, private, broadcast, and public safety services, as well as 
unlicensed wireless services and fixed wireless services such as microwave backhaul. 

5. "Tower" means any structure built for the sole or primary purpose of 
supporting any Commission-licensed or authorized antennas and their associated facilities, 
including structures that are constructed for wireless communications services, including, 
but not limited to, private, broadcast, and public safety services, as well as unlicensed 
wireless services and fixed wireless services such as microwave backhaul, and the 
associated site. 

C. . Towers Outside of the ROW. Any request to modify a Tower located outside of the 
public right of way for the Collocation, removal or replacement of Transmission Equipment 
shall be approved pursuant to section (E) unless it meets any of the following criteria: 

. 1. It increases the .height of the Tower by more than ten percent (10%) or by the 
height of one (1) additional antenna array with separation from the nearest existing antenna 
not to exceed twenty (20) feet, whichever is greater; . 

2. It involves adding an appurtenance to the body of the Tower that would protrude 
from the edge of the Tower more than twenty (20) feet, or more than the width of the Tower 
structure at the level of the appurtenance, whichever is greater; 

L:\Zoning Counter Files\Zoning Code Bulletins and Policies - 2 • 
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Zoning Code Bulletin 
Exclusions for minor modifications of telecommunications facilities 

3. It involves installation of more, than the standard number of new equipment 
cabinets for the technology involved, but not to exceed four (4) cabinets; 

4. It entails any excavation or deployment outside the Site; 
* 

5. It would defeat the concealment elements of the Tower; 

6. . It does not comply with existing conditions of approval for the Tower provided 
that this limitation does not apply to any modification that is non-compliant only, in a manner 

. that would not exceed the thresholds identified in this subsection; or 

7. ' It does not comply with applicable building codes or other applicable health and 
safety standards. 

EL Other Telecommunications Facilities. Any request to modify a Base Station or a 
Tower located within the public right of way for the Collocation, removal or replacement of 
Transmission Equipment shall be approved pursuant to section (E) unless it meets any of the 
following criteria: 

1. It increases the height of the structure by more than ten percent (10%) or more 
than ten (10) feet, whichever is greater; 

2. It involves adding an appurtenance to the body of the structure that would 
protrude from the edge of the structure by more than six (6) feet; 

3. It involves installation of more than the standard number of new equipment 
cabinets for the technology involved, but not to exceed four (4) cabinets; 

4. It involves installation of any new equipment cabinets on the ground if there 
are no pre-existing ground. cabinets associated with the structure, or else involves 
installation of ground cabinets that are more than ten percent (10%) larger in height or 
overall volume than any other ground cabinets associated with the structure; 

5. It entails any excavation or deployment outside the Site; 

6. It would defeat the concealment elements of the Tower or Base Station; 

7. It does not comply with existing conditions of approval for the Tower or Base; 
Station provided that this limitation' does not apply to any modification that is non-
compliant only in a manner that would not exceed the thresholds identified in this 
subsection; or 

8. It does not comply with applicable building codes or other applicable health 
and safety standards. 
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Zoning Code Bulletin 
Exclusions for minor modifications of telecommunications facilities 

E. Zoning Manager Review and Approval. 

1. Any applicant requesting.review pursuant to Section 6409(a) and/or the FCC 
Regulations shall do so at the time the initial application is filed with the City and shall 
submit a photo-simulation of the proposed modification, and a RF (Radio Frequency) 
emissions report, prepared by a licensed professional.engineer or other expert, indicating 
that the proposed site will operate within the current acceptable thresholds as established 
by the Federal government or any such agency who may be subsequently authorized to 
establish such standards, However, projects involving accessory equipment only and not 
antennas and/or equipment cabinets need not submit photo-simulations and RF Reports, 
unless specifically requested for due cause on a case-by-.case basis. Moreover, the Zoning 
Manager shall accept such application upon .payment of the applicable fee. Except as 
otherwise provided, the application shall be considered a "minor modification" under 
Section 17.128,020 of the Planning Code and shall be processed as a Small Project Design 
Review under Section 17.136.030 of the Planning Code, 

2. Upon application submittal, the Zoning Manager shall review the application 
to determine if it meets the requirements of section (C) or (D). The Zoning Manager may 
require additional information from the applicant as necessary to make this determination. 
Subject to section (F), the Zoning Manager shall approve a request that meets the criteria 

I of section (C) or (D). However, the Zoning Manager may condition the approval on 
compliance with applicable building codes or reasonable health and safety standards. 

3. The timeline ("shot clock") for the Zoning Manager to review applications for 
compliance with Section 6409(a) is 60 day? from the date the application is filed and 
accepted by the City, and the shot clock is tolled or paused if an application is deemed 

I incomplete. The City must send written notice of incompleteness specifically identifying 
all missing documents and information within 30 days of receipt, and must send written 
notice of incompleteness no later than 10 days following a supplemental submission to 

' notify the applicant if the supplemental submission did not provide information identified 
in the prior notice. Alternatively, the applicant and the Zoning Manager may agree to 
extend or toll the shot clock. 

F. Effect of Changes to Federal Law. This section dobs not and shall not be .construed to 
grant any rights beyond those granted by Section 6409(a) as implemented by the FCC 
Regulations, In the event Section 6409(a) or the FCC Regulations are stayed, amended, 
revised or otherwise not in effect, no modifications to a telecommunications facility shall be 

bOW approved under section (E). 
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Zoning Code Bulletin 
Exclusions for minor modifications of telecommunications facilities 

QUESTION 2-1 California Ptablic Utilities Code section 7901 
Section 17.128.025 of the Planning Code, which provides, "[a]ny Telecommunications Facility 
shall not be permitted in, or within one hundred (100) feet of the boundary of, any residential 
zone, HBX Zone, or D-CE-3 or D-CE-4 Zone, except upon the graiiting.of a major conditional 
use permit pursuant to the eonditional use permit procedure in Chapter 17.134", does not apply 
to telecommunications facilities located on joint utility poles located in the public right of way, 

The California Public Utilities Code provides certain telecommunications companies with a right 
to construct telecommunications facilities "in such manner and at such points as not to 
incommode the public use of the road or highway", and states that "municipalities shall have the 
right to exercise reasonable control as to the time, place, and manner in which roads, highways, 
and waterways are accessed." (Cal. Pub. Util. Code, §§ 7901, 7901.1.) In 2009, the Ninth 
Circuit Court of.Appeal held that the City may consider aesthetics with respect to the siting of 
telecommunications facilities within its rights-of-way (see Sprint PCS Assets. LLC v. City of 
Palos Verdes Estates (9lh Cir. 2009) 583 F,3d 716, 725), Based on this decision, the City began 
requiring Design Review for the co-location of telecommunications facilities on existing utility 

. infrastructure.located within the rights-of-way, whereas previously these co-location projects had 
undergone only a ministerial review process (see Planning Commission director's report dated 
November 17,2010). 

Thus, applications for the co-location of telecommunications facilities, on joint utility poles 
located in the public right of way are, subject only to Regular Design Review with additional 
Design.Review findings for Macro Telecommunications Facilities (and any other additional 
Design Review findings required by the Zoning District), and are decided by the Planning 
Commission as a Major Permit. In addition to regular and additional design review criteria, 
these facilities are also subject to the Site Design and Location Preference requirements 
contained in Chapter 17.128. 

Scott.Miiter 
• ZONING MANAGER 

Date Issued: July 15,2015 . 

REFERENCES 

® Planning Code Chapters 17.128,136 

REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY: 
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ATTACHMENT D 

16. TREE TRIMMING CONDITION OF APPROVAL: 
Existing vegetation within the right-of-way immediately surrounding the replacement utility 
pole shall be preserved and only minimal pruning (if any) shall be allowed if absolutely 
necessary to facilitate the actual installation of the replacement pole, antennas, and/or 
equipment. Furthermore, any vegetation proposed for trimming and/or removal shall be 1st 

marked with colored tape or ribbon (visible from ground level) at least 14 calendar days in 
advance of proposed removal, with review and approval to trim and/or remove vegetation 
granted by the Zoning Division Manager, and if applicable, by the Department of Public 
Works Tree Services Division. The only exception to this protocol would be trimming 
necessary for immediate life safety considerations for public safety. 



ATTACHMENT E 

17. TREE PERMIT CONDIITON OF APPROVAL 
• Tree Permit Required 

Requirement: Pursuant to the City's Tree Protection Ordinance (OMC chapter 12.36), 
the project applicant shall obtain a tree permit and abide by the conditions of that 

When'Required: Prior to approval of construction-related permit 
Initial Approval: Permit approval by Public Works Department, Tree Division; evidence 
of approval submitted to Bureau of Building 
Monitoring/Inspection: Bureau of Building 

• Tree Protection During Construction 
Requirement: Adequate protection shall be provided during the construction period for 
any trees which are to remain standing, including the following, plus any 

. recommendations of an arborist: 
i. Before the start of any clearing, excavation, construction, or other work on the 

site, every protected tree deemed to be potentially endangered by said site work 
shall be securely fenced off at a distance from the base of the tree to be 
determined by the project's consulting arborist. Such fences shall remain in place 
for duration of all such work. All trees to be removed shall be clearly marked. A 
scheme shall be established for the removal and disposal of logs, brush, earth 
and other debris which will avoid injury to any protected tree. 

ii. Where proposed development or other site work is to encroach upon the 
protected perimeter of any protected tree, special measures shall be 
incorporated to allow the roots to breathe and obtain water and nutrients. Any 
excavation, cutting, filing, or compaction of the existing ground surface within the 
protected perimeter shall be minimized. No change in existing ground level shall 
occur within a distance to be determined by the project's consulting arborist from 
the base of any protected tree at any time. No burning or use of equipment with 
an open flame shall occur near or within the protected perimeter of any protected 
tree. 

iii. No storage or dumping of oil, gas, chemicals, or other substances that may be 
harmful to trees shall occur within the distance to be determined by the project's 
consulting arborist from the base of any protected trees, or any other location on 
the site from which such substances might enter the protected perimeter. No 
heavy construction equipment or construction materials shall be operated or 
stored within a distance from the base of any protected trees to be determined by 
the project's consulting arborist. Wires, ropes, or other devices shall not be 
attached to any protected tree, except as needed for support of the tree. No sign, 
other than a tag showing the botanical classification, shall be attached to any 
protected tree. 

iv. Periodically during construction, the leaves of protected trees shall be thoroughly 
sprayed with water to prevent buildup of dust and other pollution that would 
inhibit leaf transpiration. 

v. If any damage to a protected tree should occur during or as a result of work on 
the site, the project applicant shall immediately notify the Public Works 
Department and the project's consulting arborist shall make a recommendation to 
the.CityTreeRevieweras4o^whetherthe.damaged.tree.canb_e-preserved,Jf,Jn 

permit. 



the professional opinion of the Tree Reviewer, such tree cannot be preserved in 
a healthy state, the Tree Reviewer shall require replacement of any tree removed 
with another tree or trees on the same site deemed adequate by the Tree 
Reviewer to compensate for the loss of the tree that is removed, 

vi. All debris created as a result of any tree removal work shall be removed by the 
project applicant from the property within two weeks of debris creation, and such 
debris shall be properly disposed of by the project applicant in accordance with 
all applicable laws, ordinances, and regulations. 

When Required: During construction 
Initial Approval: Public Works Department, Tree Division 
Monitoring/Inspection: Bureau of Building 


